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ABSTRACT: The study of electrochemical behavior of bioactive
molecules has become one of the most rapidly developing
scientific fields. Biotechnology and biomedical engineering fields
have a vested interest in constructing more precise and accurate
voltammetric/amperometric biosensors. One rapidly growing
area of biosensor design involves incorporation of carbon-based
nanomaterials in working electrodes, such as one-dimensional
carbon nanotubes, two-dimensional graphene, and graphene
oxide. In this review article, we give a brief overview describing
the voltammetric techniques and how these techniques are
applied in biosensing, as well as the details surrounding
important biosensing concepts of sensitivity and limits of
detection. Building on these important concepts, we show how the sensitivity and limit of detection can be tuned by
including carbon-based nanomaterials in the fabrication of biosensors. The sensing of biomolecules including glucose,
dopamine, proteins, enzymes, uric acid, DNA, RNA, and H2O2 traditionally employs enzymes in detection; however, these
enzymes denature easily, and as such, enzymeless methods are highly desired. Here we draw an important distinction
between enzymeless and enzyme-containing carbon-nanomaterial-based biosensors. The review ends with an outlook of
future concepts that can be employed in biosensor fabrication, as well as limitations of already proposed materials and how
such sensing can be enhanced. As such, this review can act as a roadmap to guide researchers toward concepts that can be
employed in the design of next generation biosensors, while also highlighting the current advancements in the field.
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The use of femto-, pico-, and nanosensitive biosensors is
of critical importance not only in obvious medical
applications,1 such as glucose monitoring in diabetics,2

but also in environmental monitoring, water remediation,
molecular imaging, and noxious gas sensing, among other
applications.3−6 In fact, this field is so important that there are
multiple dedicated journals focused on either biosensors and/or
sensors, with multiple reviews published on a wide range of
highly specific sensor-related topics.4−8 Additionally, the
amount of papers published with sensor in the title has
increased dramatically from 1131 articles in 1989 to 13461 in
2014 (Figure 1A). In the same way, the amount of papers
published with biosensor in the title has also increased
exponentially (Figure 1B). What is interesting to note in
these graphs is that with the isolation of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) in 1991 and the isolation of graphene in 2004 there
has been a rapid rise in the amount of articles published.9−12

Figure 1C is a graph indicating the rise in the number of
publications that contain the title words: sensor, graphene,
biosensor, and carbon nanotube. These statistical results are
indicative of the importance and application of these carbon
nanomaterials in sensors and biosensors.

To date, reviews focused on the electrochemical properties of
carbon nanomaterials9,10 or a single carbon nanomaterial acting
as sensors have appeared in the literature.11,12 However, there
are no definitive reviews that focus on the application of the
various carbon nanomaterials in the important fields of
biosensing and single-molecule biosensing. It is for this and
other reasons that this review focuses on the experimental and
theoretical use of carbon nanomaterials in biosensors.13,14

Thus, the main objective of this review is to present a
comprehensive overview of the fundamental principles for
carbon-based material voltammetric biosensor design, fabrica-
tion, and operation mechanisms, as well as to provide insight
into their rapidly growing future potential in the fields of
biomedical and biological engineering. We also summarize and
discuss the most recent developments in voltammetric
biosensing, while addressing key challenges and opportunities
for next generation biosensing.
The carbon-based electrode was introduced by Adams in

1958.15 Besides renewability by simple polishing of the working
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electrode, the use of carbon or carbon-based materials offers
many advantages including easy preparation, uniform distribu-
tion of the catalyst, reproducibility, stability, low ohmic
resistance, and robustness in aqueous solutions. In the
beginning, progress in the development of ordinary carbon-
based voltammetric biosensors was limited with respect to
detection limits. Basically, these biosensors suffered from a lack
of surface architectures, allowing high sensitivity with the
desired biochemical/physiological events that characterize the
detection of biomolecules responses. As such, there has been a
call for more research on the use of graphene and CNTs to
reduce the dimensions of voltammetric biosensors elements to
sizes which can increase the signal-to-noise ratio for the
processes occurring at the interface of the device, as well as
methods which utilize multiple enzymatic labels to enhance the
signal per event. The use of one-dimensional (1D) and two-
dimensional (2D) carbon-based nanomaterials integrated with
nanoparticles (NPs), ionic liquids, polymers, enzymes, and
DNA offers multiple routes toward constructing voltammetric
biosensors which utilize diverse sensing methods.
One-dimensional CNTs (single-walled carbon nanotubes

(SWCNTs) and multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs))
and 2D graphene (graphene nanoribbon (GNR), graphene
oxide (GO), and reduced graphene oxide (rGO)) possess
unique mechanical, electrical, and optical properties that
present multiple new avenues for utilization in biosen-
sors.9−12,14−22 The use of graphene/CNTs has been vastly
extended by tuning the physicochemical properties through
modification of their surface. Although other carbon nanoma-
terials such as the zero-dimensional fullerenes and carbon
quantum dots have been applied as biosensors,23−25 they are
not as widely applied as the 1D and 2D carbon nanomaterials
in voltammetric biosensing applications. For this reason, this
review will deal specifically with the application of 1D and 2D
carbon nanomaterials in voltammetric biosensors.

The 2D graphene (a flat monolayer of sp2-bonded carbon
atoms tightly packed into a honeycomb lattice, with a thickness
of 0.34 nm) has attracted enormous attention due to its
mechanical strength, tunable optical properties, surface area
(theoretical surface area ∼2630 m2/g), and electrical
conductivity.26−34 Graphene is produced by either top-down
(e.g., chemical/mechanical exfoliation of graphite) or bottom-
up (e.g., chemical vapor deposition) methods.33,34 The family of
2D graphene-related materials include structural or chemical
derivatives of graphene such as pristine graphene, few-layered
graphene (flake-like stacks of less than 10 graphene layers),
GNRs, GO (highly oxygenated form of graphene synthesized
by harsh oxidation of graphite), and rGO (the product of
thermal/chemical GO reduction).35−42 Depending on the
reduction method employed to produce rGO, the functional
groups and conductivity of the material can vary dramati-
cally.35,38,41−43 For this reason, rGO and GO are ideal graphene
analogues to be employed in biosensor fabrication as they
afford multiple sites for easy surface modification with tunable
conductivity.44−46

The 1D CNTs can be considered as either a rolled-up GNR
sheet (SWNT with a diameter of 0.4−2 nm) or multiple rolled-
up GNR sheets (MWCNT with a diameter of 2−100 nm).47−49
As with graphene, CNTs can be chemically modified, and these
modifications have a direct impact on the physicochemical
properties of the CNTs such as conductance, mechanical
strength, optical properties, etc.50,51 These changes in the
CNTs’ intrinsic properties can lead to enhanced catalytic or
electrical properties in materials which contain these carbon
nanomaterials.52−54

Since the development of the first O2 biosensor, biosensors
have been employed in a wide range of applications such as
analyses of food, beverages, environments, and agriculture, as
well as clinical applications.55−60 In essence, a voltammetric
biosensor is an analytical device which converts a biological
response into a current signal which is then measured. Figure

Figure 1. Number of articles over the time period of 1989 to 2014 with the keyword sensor in the title (A) and biosensor in the title (B), and
number of articles, over the time period of 2000 to 2014, with the keywords sensor or biosensor in combination with graphene or carbon
nanotube in the title (C). All statistics were obtained using Thomson Reuters Web of Science.

Figure 2. (A) Schematic of a typical carbon nanomaterial voltammetric biosensor made up of a reference electrode (RE), carbon-based
working electrode (WE), and counter electrode (CE). (B) Basic principle of a voltammetric biosensor.
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2A shows the components of a typical voltammetric biosensor,
which consists of a working electrode (e.g., platinum, gold, or
several forms of carbon, including carbon fiber, epoxy graphite,
graphene, glassy carbon, commercial screen-printed electrode,
etc.), counter electrode, and reference electrode. What makes
voltammetric methods ideal for biosensing is that they offer
high sensitivity, convenience, good selectivity, simple designs,
low costs, and fast analysis.
In this review, the working principles of voltammetric

biosensors will be elaborated on in the section “Voltammetric
Biosensors”. Additionally, the detection limits of electroactive
carbon-based materials will be reviewed. “Overview of Carbon-
Based Voltammetric Bisosensors” details the various biosensing
techniques that rely on the use of a graphene- or CNT-based
material working electrodes. This section is subdivided into
subsections dealing with the type of analytes being sensed, that
is, hydrogen peroxide, DNA, single molecules, etc. Finally,
“Outlook: Future Prospects, Problems, and Challenges”
highlights the outlook, potential future applications, and
challenges of carbon-based nanomaterials for detecting
biomolecules using the voltammetric method.

VOLTAMMETRIC BIOSENSORS
Principles. Voltammetric biosensors are based on electro-

analytical chemistry techniques in which quantitative analyte
sensing is made by varying the potential and measuring the
resulting current as an analyte reacts electrochemically with the
working electrodes surface (see Figure 2B). There are multiple
techniques whereby the potential can be varied in a
voltammetric sensing technique, such as linear sweep, differ-
ential staircase, normal pulse, reverse pulse, and differential
pulse. The most commonly applied technique for determi-
nation of redox potential and electrochemical reaction rates of
analyte solutions is linear sweep cyclic voltammetry (CV).61

The general shape of a CV is determined by a number of
factors such as analyte reduction potential, sweep rate,
electrolyte, analyte isomerization, electrode surface, stability
of reduced/oxidized analyte, electrochemical reversibility of the
analyte, etc. The advantages of the CV approach are (i) high
sensitivities and low detection limits, (ii) quantitative analysis of
processes, and (iii) fast and clear characterization of the
processes that take place on the surface of the sensing
electrode.61

Sensitivity and Limit of Detection. In analytical electro-
chemistry, a calibration curve is used to determine the
sensitivity and limit of detection (LOD) of a sensor. While
an extremely high sensitivity may seem advantageous, in
application, the LOD is of far greater importance toward
reproducibility. To calculate the LOD and sensitivity,
calibration curves are constructed by plotting measured current
(I) versus concentration (C) of the analyte. Importantly, only
the linear portions of these graphs are used to calculate
sensitivity and LOD.12,19,62,63 The sensitivity (S) of a sensor is
defined as the gradient of the linear portion of the calibration
curve, as shown in eq 1.

= Δ ΔS I C/ (1)

The LOD is defined as the lowest concentration of analyte that
can be reproducibly determined, with a specified level of
confidence, in a sample compared to a blank measurement. The
LOD can be calculated using eq 2.

σ= ×k SLOD / (2)

where σ is the standard deviation of the blank measurements
(i.e., noise level), S is the sensitivity calculated using eq 1, and k
is the confidence level parameter (k = 1, 2, and 3 correspond to
a statistical confidence of 68.2, 95.4, and 99.6%, respectively).
The confidence level parameter is set as k = 3 in the
determination of the LOD and is reported as such in this
review.63,64 Alternatively, the confidence level parameter is set
as k = 10 in the determination of the level of quantification
(LOQ).

Tuning the Sensitivity and Limit of Detection in
Carbon-Based Biosensors. If the current in the working
electrode of the sensor can be tuned in a way that less noise is
observed (i.e., smaller σ), then the LOD can be increased. In
the same way, the sensitivity of a biosensor can be increased if a
larger response is measured when the analyte interacts with the
working electrode. Carbon nanomaterials with their large
surface areas and high conductivity can be both advantageous
and disadvantageous in tuning the LOD and sensitivity in
biosensors.
In general, a larger electrode surface area affords an increased

total current response for an analyte in solution due to more
reactive sites, which is beneficial for sensing small analyte
concentrations. However, this increased current response is
offset by an increase in the background current which limits the
sensitivity and in turn raises the LOD.9,12,26,65 This effect is
noted to a large degree in pure carbon nanomaterial sensors,
which require active (nonreduced carbon or oxygenated) sites
for sensing. As such, extensive reduction of the carbon surface
leads to an increased background current. This problem can be
magnified by active carbon sites being reduced electrochemi-
cally during the sensing process. For this reason, it is usually
necessary to modify the carbon surface, that is, functionalization
of the carbon surface and/or attachments of metal NPs,
biomolecules, etc., so that reproducible trace detection can be
attained.
By these modifications of the carbon electrode surface, one is

able to improve the sensitivity and LOD by improving electron
transfer between analyte and electrode. For example, when we
attach an enzyme directly to the carbon-based sensor, we are
able to enhance direct electron transfer between enzyme and
electrode without use of a chemical mediator which would be
necessary under normal circumstances. It should be noted that
an additional benefit of modifying the carbon electrode with
biomolecules is that a highly selective signal is produced,
provided that their three-dimensional shape is not distorted on
attachment.
Another method which can be employed to enhance the

sensitivity and LOD in biosensors is to use layer-by-layer self-
assembly. Layer-by-layer self-assembly is an uncomplicated and
inexpensive method for assembling ultrathin films of organic
and inorganic compounds. The benefit of this technique is that
it is very easy to control the thickness of the thin film layer.
Additionally, research shows that the layer-by-layer method
provides not only a direct electron transfer between redox sites
and the working electrode but also a satisfactory microenviron-
ment for enzymes.66,67 For these reasons, layer-by-layer self-
assembly techniques have been used for the design and
construction of enzyme-containing, as well as enzymeless,
biosensors.68,69
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OVERVIEW OF CARBON-BASED VOLTAMMETRIC
BIOSENSORS

One of the primary advantages of using carbon-based
electrodes is that they usually are easily renewable when fouled
by analyte solutions by simple polishing. Besides renewability,
the use of carbon or carbon-based materials offers many
advantages including easy preparation, uniform distribution of
the catalyst into the paste, reproducibility, stability, and low
ohmic resistance. It should also be mentioned here that screen-
printed carbon electrodes (SPCE) offer a number advantages
over rod tube electrodes (i.e., glassy carbon electrode (GCE)),
as they are suitable for working with microscale amounts and

for decentralized assaying. This allows the development of
mass-produced portable, accurate, and reproducible sensors.70

CNTs have been widely used as an ideal material to fabricate
linear sweep voltammetric biosensors, due to their free-standing
structure, low background noise, high tensile strength, low cost,
wide potential window, high stability, and impressive electrical
conductivity. Interestingly, the electrical conductivity of CNTs
facilitates rapid electron transfer, but this is not sufficient to
explain the major effect that occurs when CNTs are
incorporated in biosensors.
The enhanced effect of CNT inclusion in modified

voltammetric biosensors (e.g., enzyme-based biosensors,

Table 1. Recent High-Performance Reports Utilizing CNT-Based Biosensors for the Detection of Various Enzymatic or
Nonenzymatic Biomolecules

modified electrode sample name linear range detection limit refs

wheat germ agglutinin/SWNTs/SPCE fetoprotein 1−100 pg mL−1 0.1 pg mL−1 71
[Fe(CN)5(poly(4-vinylpyridine))10]/MWCNT L-cystein 20.5−151 nM 6.15 nM 72
oleylamine/NiO/SWCNT riboflavin 0.009−55.9 μM 1 nM 73
VACNT C-reactive protein 90 pM 74
conducting polymer/CNT miRNA 1−10 pM 8 fM 75
AuNP/Ag/molecular beacon DNA 0.1 fM to 1 pM 0.03 fM 76
CNT−multielectrode array dopamine 1 nM to 10 mM 1 nM 77
Cu(II)/AgNP/GCE dopamine 2.81−8.3 μM 0.82 nM 78
Ni/Cu/MWCNT glucose 25 nM to 800 μM 25 nM 79
L-lysine/MWCNT H2O2 1 μM to 3.6 mM 8 nM 80
SnO2 QD/rGO urea 16 fM to 3.9 pM 11.7 fM 81
Au/ssDNA/SWCNT levofloxacin 1.0−10.0 μM 75 nM 82
p-aminophenol/CNT vitamin C 0.2−12 μM 80 nM 83
Ag nanofilm/MWCNT zidovudine HIV drug 0.37 μM to 1.5 mM 0.15 μM 84
DNA-modified electrodes amitrole 0.025−2.4 ng mL−1 0.017 ng mL−1 85
MWCNT/thionine−chitosan chlorpyrifos 0.1−1.0 × 105 ng mL−1 0.046 ng/mL 86
polylysine/SWCNT bisphenol A 4.00 nM to 11.5 μM 0.97 nM 87
polyethyleneamine/CNT cardiac Troponin T 0.1−10 ng mL−1 33 pg mL−1 88
Pt/Fe/carbon dot carcinoembryonic antigen 0.003−600 ng mL−1 0.8 pg mL−1 89
poly(L-Arg)/ MWCNTs/GCE casein 0.1−10 μg mL−1 50 nM 90
VACNT/GO atorvastatin calcium 90 nm to 3.81 μM 9.4 nM 91
poly(pyrrolepropionic acid)/MWCNT prolactin 10−2−104 ng mL−1 3 pg mL−1 92
SWCNT thrombine 10 nM to 100 mM 10 nM 93
AgNP/MWCNT zolmitriptan 10−800 nM 1.49 nM 94

Table 2. Recent High-Performance Reports Utilizing Graphene-Based Biosensors for the Detection of Various Enzymatic or
Nonenzymatic Biomolecules

modified electrode sample name linear range detection limit refs

CuO NP−graphene glucose 0.5−2000 μM 0.09 μM 95
3D graphene dopamine 0.1−200 μM 19.4 nM 96
graphene−Orange II thrombin 1.0−400 pM 0.35 pm 97
graphene−Orange II lysozyme 5.0−700 pM 1.0 pm 97
graphene−Au cysteine 0.1−24 μM 20.5 nM 98
Au-polydopamine−thionine−GO fetoprotein 0.1−150 ng mL−1 30 pg mL−1 99
graphene ovalbumin 1 pg mL−1 to 0.5 μg mL−1 0.83 pg mL−1 100
pErGO uric acid 0.1−10 μM 50 nM 101
cobalt oxide/rGO hydrogen peroxide 5 μM to 1 mM 0.2 μM 102
Au/GO DNA 1.0 fM to 0.1 μM 0.35 fM 103
Gr/CuPc/PANI vitamin C 0.5−12 μM 63 nM 104
carbon/Co2+-Y vitamin B2 1.7−34 μM 0.71 μM 105
carbon/ZrO2 /ionic liquids vitamin B6 0.8−550 μM 0.1 μM 106
graphene−hydroxyapatite luteolin 0.02−10 μM 10 nM 107
TrGO baicalein 10 nM to 10 μM 6.0 nM 108
rGO−tetraethylene pentamine carcinoembryonic antigen 0.05−20 ng mL−1 13 pg mL−1 109
rGO−tetraethylene pentamine squamous cell carcinoma antigen 0.03−20 ng mL−1 10 pg mL−1 109
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immunosensors, and nucleic acid biosensors) is believed to be
due to the strong π−π interactions between CNT and the
immobilized host. This immobilization has the added benefit of
inhibiting CNT aggregation in solution, which is a common
problem encountered when working with CNTs. Additionally,
noncovalent modification does not disturb the electronic
structure of CNTs, and as such, the CNT maintains its
electrical conductivity. These two factors mentioned above
contribute to the low detection limits that are found when
utilizing CNT-based biosensors. Lastly, CNT hybrid materials
(i.e., CNTs combined with conducting polymers, redox
mediators, or metal NPs) have been receiving increased
attention in biosensors. This is due to the various synergistic
effects observed when these hybrid materials, such as the
enzymeless biosensors which afford greater durability and are
less expensive, are used.
Another very common carbon material recently utilized in

biosensors is graphene in its various forms (i.e., rGO, GO, CVD
graphene, etc.). As for CNTs, pristine graphene can be
noncovalently functionalized through strong π−π interactions
between its surface and the immobilized host. Additionally,
rGO offers additional covalent functionalization options due to
multiple oxygenated functional groups. Although rGO is less
conductive than pristine graphene, it maintains a large degree of
conductivity, compared to the insulating GO, as large domains
on its basal plane are reduced, thereby forming a π-electron-
conjugated system similar to graphene. For these reasons,
graphene and chemical derivatives of graphene are emerging as
a preferred choice for the fabrication of various biosensors.
Furthermore, various polymers, noble metals, metal oxides,
spinels, and metal complexes have been used as effective
modifiers in conjunction with graphene-based materials for
sensing biomolecules. Tables 1 and 2 list recent results for
CNT- and graphene-based enzymatic and nonenzymatic
biosensors.
In the following sections, the CNT- and graphene-based

applications for electrochemical biosensors are reviewed.
Glucose Sensing. Diabetes is a chronic condition which

leads to elevated blood glucose levels, which if left untreated
can lead to major health problems and/or death. For this
reason, reliable and accurate glucose detection in blood is of
critical importance. Additionally, glucose sensing is important
in food and textile industries, as well as environmental
monitoring.110,111 Usually, glucose sensing relies on the use
of glucose oxidase (GOx), which catalyzes glucose in the
presence of O2 to afford gluconic acid and H2O2.

112,113 The
concentration of glucose is then determined by monitoring the
number of electrons flowing through the enzyme, or the
concentration of the as formed H2O2 is determined
quantitatively as an indicator of the amount of glucose present
in the solution.
As enzymes such as GOx lose activity with changes in

temperature or pH, there is a lot of research interest in the
development of a cheap, sensitive, and interference-free sensors
for nonenzymatic glucose detection.114−116 In this vein,
Mohamedi and colleagues showed that gold nanostructured
layers deposited by pulsed laser onto CNTs could be used as a
nonenzymatic electrochemical glucose biosensor, LOD 0.1 mM
with a sensitivity of 25 μA cm−2 mM−1.115 They showed it by
adjusting the deposition vacuum level and the number of pulses
that the electroactive surface area (max 6.55 cm2 for 10000 laser
pulses) and roughness factor could be effectively controlled.
Additionally, they found that the as-formed gold nanostructures

contributed toward a lower onset potential for glucose
oxidation.
It is evident from this study, among many others, that the

CNTs afforded the sensors with unique electrochemical
behavior by changing the morphology of the deposited NPs.
This method of depositing metal particles as isolated NPs or
nanostructures with different morphologies onto CNTs offers
one of best strategies to develop efficient voltammetric
biosensors. Similarly, graphene-based voltammetric biosensors
have also been applied in glucose sensing as graphene materials
provide a large surface area and unique electrochemical
behavior.117

Glucose Oxidase−Carbon-Nanotube-Based Sensors. Ra-
mesh and colleagues have shown that the sensitivity and LOD
of a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) toward glucose can be
improved by modifying the GCE with SWNTs dispersed in a
polymer matrix (polyethylenimine, polyethylene glycol, or
polypyrrole) and then a layer of GOx.118 These polymer layers
are beneficial to the enzyme as they provide not only binding
places but also stability. Importantly, the authors showed that
the high purity and large surface area of the SWNTs was of
critical importance to the response of the electrode. The use of
high-purity SWNTs resulted in a high conductivity, enzyme
stability, and fast electron transfer rate. The response time of
the electrodes was shown to be less than 5 s with a LOD of
0.2633 μM. You and co-workers have shown that N-doped
carbon nanofibers (NCNF) prepared from electrospun
polyacrylonitrile fibers have a large electrocatalytic activity
toward the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).119 This activity is
believed to be due to the presence of abundant defective sites
and high pyrrolic-N content in the NCNF. These NCNF films
coated with GOx and Nafion showed high sensitivity (LOD of
0.6 mM), stability, and selectivity toward glucose. Additionally,
this GOx/NCNF/GCE electrode exhibited successful detection
of glucose in the presence of commonly existing interfering
species such as ascorbic acid (AA), uric acid (UA), and
dopamine (1 mM). This work shows that the doping of
SWNTs and other carbon nanomaterials with N can be
beneficial in increasing the selectivity and sensitivity of glucose
biosensors.
Layer-by-layer self-assembly methods have been applied in

the fabrication of GOx-containing glucose biosensors, as these
layers provide enzyme stability. Importantly, when these self-
assembly layers contain either MWNTs or SWNTs, the current
response and electrical conductivity between the electrode and
the GOx is improved.66,120 As such, this allows for an increased
sensitivity and stability of the GOx. For example, Wang et al.
showed that the glucose oxidation current of a gold electrode
modified by layer-by-layer self-assembly of (poly-
[(vinylpyridine)Os(bipyridyl)2Cl

2+/3+] and GOx SWNTs in-
creases 17 times.120

In another study, Wu and colleagues showed that layered
multilayers of poly(allylamine), N-hydroxysuccinimide-oxidized
MWCNTs, cysteamine, gold NPs, and GOx on a platinum
electrode could be employed as an amperometric biosensor.69

The authors showed that the biosensor exhibited a large linear
range for glucose detection (0.1−10 mM) and a LOD of 6.7
μM. Additionally, the sensor displayed long-term stability (92%
current response retention after 1 month) and was not
influenced by the addition of AA, UA, and acetaminophen.
Porterfield et al. have shown that GOx and SWNTs can be

assembled in a layer-by-layer method by first dispersing the
SWNTs in single-stranded DNA (Figure 3A).121 In this way,
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self-assembly can proceed by electrostatic interactions between
the negatively charged DNA-coated SWNTs, which was then
coated with a thin layer of cationic poly(ethylenimine) and
finally negatively charged GOx. This material showed an
impressive linear range up to ∼9.4 mM, with minimal deviation
at low concentrations (Figure 3B−D). This biosensors stability
and enhanced sensitivity is believed to be due to the
electrostatic interactions between the positive and negative
layers, as well as the large amount of GOx included in the
sensor. Additionally, it can be seen in Figure 3B−D that this
biosensor response was not affected by spiking with either
phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS), AA, UA, and
acetaminophen.
Recently, Kwon et al. immobilized GOx on CNTs (GOx/

CNT) to sense glucose, with the authors showing that a larger
CNT content contributes to an improved amperometric
response.122 This modified sensor shows increased sensitivity
(53.5 μA mM−1 cm−2), glucose activity (86% activity
maintained after 2 weeks), and large electron transfer rate
constant (1.14 s−1). Interestingly, the Wei group has confirmed
an earlier study that CNTs simultaneously modified with GOx
and its cofactor, flavine adenine dinucleotide (FAD) show
electron transfer kinetics similar to those observed in isolated
FAD.123 This implies that the FAD is directly wired to the
CNT, and as such, electron transfer is unimpeded between the
cofactor and support structure, allowing for increased
sensitivity. Importantly, as the FAD is itself embedded in the
GOx, this in turn allows rapid electron transfer.123

Enzymeless Carbon-Nanotube-Based Sensors. Enzymeless
glucose biosensors which rely on NPs for the detection of
glucose can similarly be enhanced through the introduction of
CNTs.124−129 For example, Lin and co-workers79 have shown
that the sequential electrodeposition of Ni and CuNPs on a
MWCNT-modified GCE (Ni/Cu/MWCNT/GCE) can in-
crease the amperometric response of the biosensor by 2.5−20
times compared to either Ni/GCE, Cu/GCE, Ni/MWCNT/
GCE, or Cu/MWCNT/GCE. This sensor exhibits two linear
response ranges both in the low (25 nM to 0.8 mM) and high

(2−8 mM) concentration regions, with an impressive LOD of
25 nM. Importantly, when this sensor was applied to glucose
detection in human blood serum, it exhibited a recovery rate of
≥95%. This result indicates that the sensor is able to avoid
interference from other molecules and could be applied in
practical applications.
Choi et al. synthesized a CNT−Ni hybrid using atomic layer

and chemical vapor deposition of Ni on oxygen- or bromine-
functionalized CNT surfaces.130 The as-fabricated sensor
exhibited a wide linear response window (5 μM to 2 mM),
short response time (3 s), small LOD (2 μM), high sensitivity
(1384.1 μA mM−1 cm−2), good selectivity, and reproducibility
in alkaline media. Alizadeha et al.131 reported the fabrication of
a highly sensitive enzyme-free amperometric glucose sensor by
codeposition of copper oxide NPs/multiwalled CNTs onto the
surface of a GCE. At the optimized potential, the LOD, linear
range, and sensitivity of the sensor were calculated as 0.07
(±0.03) μmol L−1, 0.5−2000.0 μmol L−1, and 3968.42 (±0.84)
μA L mmol−1 cm−2, respectively. The optimized sensor was
used to detect glucose in blood samples, with results that are
comparable to that of a commercial enzymatic sensor.
It has been reported that a MWCNT and GO hybrid

material deposited on a GCE can be used as a scaffold to
electrodeposit Ni(OH)2 NPs which act as a glucose
biosensor.132 Before the deposition of the NiOH2 NPs, the
GO is electrochemically reduced (ErGO). This electro-
reduction leads to an increase in conductivity in the sensor,
while the MWNTs act as conducting bridges to enhance
electron transfer between independent ErGO sheets and the
GCE. While this sensor exhibits a LOD of 2.7 μM, it is
important to note that it exhibits a selective response to glucose
in the analysis of a human urine sample.

Glucose Oxidase−Graphene-Based Sensors. GOx cova-
lently attached to either ErGO or GO deposited on a GCE has
been demonstrated as a biosensor for the detection of glucose
in PBS.133,134 The advantage of using graphene-based materials
such as GO is that GO has been shown to be biocompatible
while providing carboxylic oxygen functionalities for the GOx

Figure 3. (A) Schematic diagram of layer-by-layer electrostatic self-assembly of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)−SWNT, polyethylenimine
(PEI), and GOx on a Pt/Ir electrode (inset: structural closeup of ssDNA−SWNT). (B) Amperometric response of the GOx/
polyethylenimine/single-stranded DNA−SWNT/Pt biosensor at +500 mV (vs Ag/AgCl) upon successive addition of glucose solution to 20
mL of pH 7.0 PBS stirred at 350 rpm. (C) Calibration curve of amperometric response toward glucose concentration variation. (D)
Amperometric responses to PBS, ascorbic acid (0.1 mM AA), uric acid (0.1 mM UA), acetaminophen (0.1 mM AP), and 1 mM glucose.
Adapted from ref 121. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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amino groups to covalently attach.134,135 On the other hand,
the use of rGO allows for an enhanced conductivity while still
providing attachment sites for the GOx amino groups due to
the partially reduced nature of GO.136,137

To improve the GOx biosensing ability, Teymourian et al.
have shown that GOx can be immobilized on a rGO/Fe3O4
magnetic NP-modified GCE.138 The authors showed that this
biosensor has a LOD of 0.05 mM, a linear sensing range of
0.5−12 mM, and a response time of ∼6 s. Importantly, the
authors demonstrated that the rGO/Fe3O4-modified GCE
readily immobilizes biomolecules, such as human immunoglo-
bulin E, making this a readily applicable biosensing material.
The use of graphene/NP composite materials in glucose
biosensors has been further demonstrated by Bai and Shiu, who
showed that a rGO/AuNP-modified GCE can be further
modified to detect glucose when a layer of chitosan/GOx is
coated onto the rGO/Au surface.139 The fabricated sensor
exhibits an impressive LOD of 76 μM, with a retention of
sensitivity for 0.1 mM of glucose after 36 days of >70% of the
original sensitivity.
The carboxylic acid groups on the edges of GO and the

amino groups of GOx can covalently link through peptide
bonding. Utilizing this phenomenon, Hasan et al. showed that a
borosilicate glass capillary coated with GO/GOx can be
inserted into the intracellular environment of a single human
cell to detect glucose. This sensor exhibited a linear
electrochemical potential difference over a glucose concen-
tration range of 10−1000 mM.140 Chia et al. reported that an
electrochemical glucose biosensor can be fabricated by
immobilizing GOx on exfoliated pristine graphene through
noncovalent π−π interactions. As for CNTs,123 this interaction
results in enhanced electron transfer kinetics between the FAD
redox sites of GOx at the modified electrode surface.141 As
such, the modified nonfunctionalized pristine graphene-
containing biosensor resulted in enhanced stability, reproduci-
bility, and selectivity for glucose detection in comparison to
unmodified electrodes. These examples show that covalent
bonding is not essential for protein adhesion to electrode
surfaces.
Chitosan (CS), a polysaccharide with plentiful amino groups,

has a pKa value of approximately 6.3 and displays pH-
dependent solubility. As such, CS provides a matrix for
immobilization of enzymes and nanomaterials, which make CS
a promising material to modify electrochemical sensors.
Keeping this in mind, Fang et al. immobilized GOx onto a
biocompatible CS−rGO−AuNP hybrid-modified Pt elec-
trode.142 The sensor showed electrochemical detection of
glucose over a wide linear range of 15 μM to 2.13 mM, with a
sensitivity of 102.4 μA mM−1 cm−2 and LOD of 1.7 μm.
Similarly, Ye et al. reported that immobilized GOx on a CS/
rGO/Au hybrid displays fast electron transfer at a working
voltage of −0.45 V (vs Ag/AgCl).143 The sensor gives a linear
response to glucose in the 0.05 to 1.2 mM concentration range,
with a sensitivity of 13.58 μA mM−1 cm−2 and a 0.52 μM LOD.
Enzymeless Graphene-Based Sensors. An enzymeless

glucose biosensor based on Ni−Co nanostructures electro-
deposited by dynamic potential scanning on a rGO-modified
GCE has been prepared.144 The sensor exhibited a LOD of
3.79 μM and a linear glucose detection range of 10 μM to 2.65
mM. With respect to selectivity, this sensor exhibited no
noticeable amperometric change on the addition of simple
cations and anions such as Fe3+, Fe2+, SO4

2−, BrO3
−, IO3

−,
NO2

−, NO3
−, and Cl−. In contrast, the addition of biomolecules

such as fructose, D-galactose, and AA resulted in a slight
amperometric response (<10%), while the addition of UA
showed no interference. This amperometric response, while
small, is an issue that needs to be addressed for successful
application of these types of nanostructures in biosensors. In a
similar manner, Szunerits et al. showed that electrodeposition of
Ni(OH)2 on a rGO-modified GCE can be used as a glucose
biosensor.145 The authors showed that this electrode exhibits
negligible amperometric response on the addition of UA, AA,
and dopamine, as well as a LOD of 15 μM. This result is similar
to that obtained using the enzymeless Ni(OH)2/MWCNT
biosensor,146 which would indicate that Ni(OH)2 is a material
that warrants further investigation in the development of
enzymeless glucose biosensors. The authors of this study also
noted that the electrofabrication method leads to high
reproducibility and stability of the biosensor compared to
drop-casting methods. Utilizing a galvanic replacement
fabrication method, Chen and co-workers were able to prepare
a hollow Pt−Ni-rGO hybrid-functionalized GCE for glucose
detection, which displayed enhanced selectivity (no response to
AA, UA, 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid), sensitivity (LOD of
∼2 μM), and stability (93% response after 1 month).146 This
material was also applied in the determination of glucose in
human blood serum, with an accuracy that is comparable to
that of commercially available sensors.
In multiple biosensors, the active sites are adhered to the

working electrode through the use of a conductive polymeric
binder, which is not active for glucose sensing. However, with
the use of graphene-based materials, this can be avoided, as has
been demonstrated by Alizadeh et al., who showed that a rGO/
CuO NP-modified GCE electrode can be used as a glucose
biosensor without adding Nafion as a binder.95 This electrode
showed good selectivity for glucose over other sugars as well as
long-term stability (95% response after 30 days).
Tian et al. reported the microwave-assisted synthesis of CuO

NPs on sulfur-doped graphene (SG) as an electrode material
for nonenzymatic glucose detection with a LOD of 80 nM.147

The improved GOx sensing performance of the CuO NPs
deposited on SG compared to rGO is attributed to conductivity
of SG, enhanced electron transfer between the Cu−S
interaction, and increased surface area. Other biosensors
based on graphene, functionalized with metal oxides like
Mn3O4 and Co3O4, have been employed in the sensitive and
selective detection of glucose.148,149

Zhang et al. have shown that the bimetal oxide CuNiO
decorated on graphene sheets can be utilized in the highly
stable and sensitive enzymeless sensing of glucose with a LOD
of 16 μM.150 In another example of bimetal oxide-based
catalysts, Dhara et al. used PdCuO deposited on rGO as a
nonenzymatic glucose sensor with a LOD of 30 nM.151

Although, metal NPs are research targets for enzymeless
glucose sensing due to their high specific surface area, excellent
conductivity, and catalytic activity, it should be noted that these
particles are highly prone toward agglomeration, which results
in a decrease in catalytic activity. Taking this fact into
consideration, many groups have dispersed NPs over graphene
to reduce the NP aggregation. This has allowed nonenzymatic
glucose sensors to possess rapid response, good stability,
selectivity, and low LODs.152−154

In most reported cases of enzymeless glucose biosensing
mentioned above, a NaOH solution (pH 13) is required to
catalyze the oxidation of the metal center which then catalyzes
the reduction of the glucose to gluconolactone.95,144 As such,
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when human samples, such as blood or urine, are tested using
these biosensors, the biological samples have been diluted in a
NaOH solution.
Dopamine, Uric Acid, and Ascorbic Acid Sensing. The

quantification of dopamine and its metabolic derivatives is
important because of the role played by these substances in
mammalian central nervous systems. For example, low
concentrations and inactivity of dopamine functioning in the
central nervous system may lead to Parkinson’s disease, while
on the other hand, an elevated dopamine level has been linked
to schizophrenia.155

Various sensing methods, mainly based on the chemical
modification of working electrode materials, have been
developed for detection of dopamine. In this regard, CNTs
and graphene nanosheets have been widely used to modify the
working electrode surfaces for the analysis of dopamine. The
use of these carbon materials is highly desired, as they provide
enhanced electrical conductivity, large specific surface area, and
chemical stability.
UA (2,6,8-trihydroxypurine) is the end product of purine (an

essential component of DNA and RNA) metabolism in
humans. An abnormally high UA level has been associated
with multiple diseases such as gout, hyperuricemia, leukemia,
pneumonia, Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, etc.156 For this reason,
monitoring the levels of UA is of great importance. Generally,
UA biosensors are based on the oxidation of UA by uricase in
the presence of O2 to produce H2O2, allantonin, and CO2.

157

This chemical reaction can be expressed as

+ + ⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯ + +uric acid H O O allantonin H O CO2 2
uricase

2 2 2

According to Noroozifar, the two most promising UA detection
techniques, that is, oxidation of UA using phosphortungstate or
uricase, have the disadvantage of long reaction times, large
LODs, and high operational cost.158 Therefore, it is clinically
important to develop sensitive and effective sensing techniques
for analysis of UA. UA is a voltammetrically active chemical,
and as such, voltammetric biosensors based on uricase enzyme-
modified electrodes are an extremely attractive means of
detecting UA.159 Additionally, the use of enzymeless electrodes,
such as NP-modified electrodes, for the detection of UA is
highly desired, as these methods hold many advantages, such as
simplicity, ease of miniaturization, high selectivity, and low cost.
Considerable attention has been devoted in recent years to

the voltammetric determination of UA by CNT and graphene-
modified electrodes.158−163 In comparison to CNT-modified
electrodes, graphene, GO, and rGO have been much more
successfully explored as biosensors. This is believed to be due
to graphene’s 2D π-conjugated structure, which makes its
electronic structure very sensitive to the local chemical
environment.
Carbon Nanotubes. Ardakani et al. have shown that a

CNT/graphite paste electrode modified with [1,1′-binaphtha-
lene]-4,4′-diol can be employed in the sensitive and
simultaneous detection of dopamine, folic acid (FA), and
UA.164 The addition of the [1,1′-binaphthalene]-4,4′-diol into
the paste electrode increases the sensitivity of the electrode and
allows for LODs of 0.49, 4.28, and 7.69 mM for dopamine, UA,
and FA, respectively. The electrode exhibited negligible
amperometric response toward 100 mM (Na+, Cl−, K+), 80
mM (Mg2+, Ca2+), and 6 mM (L-lysine, glucose, glutamic acid,
glycine, L-cystine, L-cysteine, acetaminophen, nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (NADH)) spiking into a 0.1 mM

dopamine solution. The precursor and metabolites of dopamine
(i.e., levodopa, epinephrine, and norepinephrine) interfered
with the detection of dopamine, showing the general
applicability of this sensor toward dopamine and its
metabolites. In another study, this same group showed that
in a similar way the CNT/graphite paste can be modified with
t h e S c h iff b a s e , 2 , 2 ′ - [ 1 , 4 - p h e n y l e n e d i y l b i s -
(nitrilomethylidene)]bis(4-hydroxyphenol) to afford similar
simultaneous and sensitive results for dopamine, FA, and
UA.165 Interestingly, this electrode could also be used to
simultaneously determine dopamine and acetaminophen, which
differs from the previous result and shows the applicability of
modification with the Schiff base.
The selective detection of dopamine is challenging in

biological samples, as its oxidation potential range is very
close to those of the commonly interfering analytes AA and
UA.166,167 Utilizing a GCE modified with ferrocene (Fc)-filled
double-walled CNTs (Fc@DWNTs), Li et al. have shown that
dopamine sensing can be achieved.168 In this study, the authors
noted, however, that the sensitivity and the LOD (0.3 μM) was
not as high as that reported by other groups. However, by
building on their previous study, this group has shown that a
Fc-filled SWCNT (Fc@SWNTs)-modified GCE was far more
responsive and sensitive (LOD, 0.1 μM).169 This is believed to
be due to the mechanism of electro-oxidation and reduction,
which is bidirectional (dopamine oxidation and reduction) for
the Fc@SWNTs, while it is unidirectional (only dopamine
oxidation) for the Fc@DWNTs. This difference in electro-
activity is believed to be due to the dopamine not entering the
DWNTs, while in contrast, it can enter the SWNTs, which is
only one carbon layer thick and contains more defects.
The Vasantha group have reported on the sonochemical

synthesis of a nickel tetrasulfonated phthalocyanine (NiTsPc)-
functionalized multiwalled CNT hybrid, where the NiTsPc acts
as a dispersing agent for the MWCNTs.170 The authors showed
that a GCE coated with this MWCNT−NiTsPc hybrid can be
used for monitoring dopamine in the presence of UA and AA.
This sensor displayed a linear response range from 20 nM to
1.384 mM with a LOD of 1 nM.
By electrodepositing NiO NPs on a CNT/dihexadecylphos-

phate film-modified GCE, Filho and colleagues have shown that
it is possible to simultaneously determine dopamine and
epinephrine.171 The authors found this simultaneous detection
to be possible due to the difference between the two analyte
reduction peaks of ∼360 mV, which is in contrast to what is
normally found in the detection of dopamine and its
metabolites.164 The LOD for dopamine and epinephrine were
determined to be 50 and 82 nM, respectively. It should also be
noted that this biosensor was successfully applied in the
detection of dopamine and epinephrine in cerebrospinal fluid,
human blood serum, and lung fluid.
The Anandan et al. group reported on the simultaneous

detection of dopamine and UA by modification of a GCE with
a silicate (N-[3(trimethoxysilyl)propyl]ethylenediamine;
EDAS) network which interlinks gold NPs (3−8 nm) and
MWCNTs.172 This sensor exhibited a wide linear response for
AA and dopamine over the concentration range of 1 × 10−7 to
9 × 10−6 M and 1 × 10−7 to 8 × 10−6 M with LODs of 0.07 and
0.08 μM, respectively. Tsierkezos et al. reported the
simultaneous detection of dopamine, UA, and AA by modifying
a GCE with boron-doped MWCNTs (B-MWCNTs). This
sensor exhibited dopamine, UA, and AA detection at working
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potentials of ∼0.267, ∼ 0.412, and ∼0.127 V with LODs of
0.11, 0.65, and 1.21 μM, respectively.173

A multielectrode array (MEA) dopamine sensing chip has
been created by electroplating CNTs onto an indium−tin oxide
MEA.77 This sensor was used to sense dopamine (LOD, 1 nM)
release from mouse striatal brain slices (coronal and sagittal
slices), and these results corresponded with the expected results
found in other studies using carbon fiber electrodes (Figure
4).174,175 This MEA was further applied to determine real-time

sensing in hippocampal neuronal cultures and hippocampal
slices by monitoring the action potentials and field postsynaptic
potentials. The results from these experiments show that this
MEA can be applied in real-time sensing, and that the probe is
noninvasive as neuronal cells cultured on these MEAs survived
for more than 1 month.
Ionic liquids have been shown to be biocompatible toward

biomolecules, as well as capable of enhancing their
bioactivity.176,177 In this vain, Noroozifar and colleagues
showed that by utilizing the ionic liquid 3-hydroxypropanami-
nium acetate together with a nanosized zeolite and MWCNT
paste the simultaneous detection of UA and dopamine could be
achieved.178 Utilizing differential pulse voltammetry (DPV), the
authors showed that the linear ranges of detection were 0.812
to 301 μM (LOD, 0.116 μM) and 0.931 to 336 μM (LOD,
0.133 μM) for dopamine and UA, respectively. These
biosensors were used to analyze human urine and blood
serum samples, with recovery rates of ∼100% across all
samples, indicating the potential use of this material in
commercial applications.
Besides the enzymeless detection of dopamine detailed

above, the use of enzymes in conjunction with CNTs has been
employed in the determination of dopamine. In this manner,
Pereira et al. immobilized horseradish peroxidase from zucchini
(Cucurbita pepo L.) directly onto MWCNTs using covalent
bonding.78 These functionalized MWCNTs were then mixed
with graphite and paraffin oil to create a dopamine biosensor.
The biosensor was successfully applied in the detection of
dopamine in pharmaceutical formulations with an accuracy
equivalent to high-performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC). Additionally, it was shown that this biosensor
performance is not compromised in the presence of AA and
UA.
Noroozifar et al. fabricated a enzymeless holmium fluoride

(HoF3) NP/MWCNT-functionalized GCE for the sensitive
determination of UA in the presence of interfering analytes AA
and dopamine.158 Comparison of the electrocatalytic activity of
the GCE/MWCNT/HoF3 NPs and GCE/MWCNT sensors
showed that HoF3 NPs are the dominating participator in the
electrocatalytic activity of UA in the presence of AA and
dopamine. The fabricated sensor exhibited a linear response
range from 0.2 to 500 μM with a LOD of 0.16 μM. To confirm
the practical application of the sensor, the electrode was
successfully employed in the detection of UA in human serum
and urine samples with recovery rates of 95.5 and 102.2%,
respectively.
Liu et al. reported the nonenzymatic sensing of UA using a

CNT ionic liquid paste electrode that was modified in situ with
electropolymerized poly(β-cyclodextrin) (β-CD).179 The as-
fabricated working electrode shows a linear response range
from 0.6 to 400 μM with a LOD of 0.3 μM in the presence of
ascorbic acid, with the selective response of this sensor being
due to host−guest recognition between β-CD and UA.
Recently, the Mascarenhas group reported the selective
detection of UA in the presence of ascorbic acid, dopamine,
and L-tyrosine by utilizing FeNPs coated on CNTs.180 Under
optimized experimental conditions, the differential pulse
voltammetry curve displayed two linear concentration ranges
for UA of 7.0 × 10−8 to 1.0 × 10−6 M and 2.0 × 10−6 to 1.0 ×
10−5 M with a LOD of (4.80 ± 0.35) × 10−8 M. To
demonstrate the practical applicability, the electrode was
successfully applied to the determination of UA in (spiked)
human urine samples with good recovery rates.
Numnuam et al. fabricated an amperometric UA biosensor by

immobilizing uricase on an electrospun nanocomposite of a
chitosan−CNT nanofiber covering an electrodeposited layer of
AgNPs on a Au electrode.160 The basis of the UA detection
method was to monitor the change in the reduction current for
the dissolved O2, which forms during oxidation of uric acid by
the immobilized uricase. This biosensor’s ability to detect UA
(LOD, 1 μM) was not affected by the introduction of AA,
glucose, and lactic acid. This biosensor was also successfully
applied in the determination of UA in human serum samples,
with a sensitivity equivalent to that obtained using enzymatic
colorimetric detection.

Graphene/Carbon Nanotube Composites. One of the
problems associated with the application of CNTs in sensing
is the fouling that takes place. With the accumulation of
oxidation products on the surface of the CNTs (fouling), the
sensitivity and LOD of the biosensor can be altered negatively.
For this reason, CNTs are often incorporated with other
nanomaterials to prevent fouling.181−183 This section deals with
the use of CNT/graphene materials in dopamine, UA, and AA
biosensors,184 which have the added benefit of antifouling on
the CNTs through incorporation of the graphene.
Chen and colleagues have shown that dopamine and

acetaminophen can be simultaneously determined using a
MWCNT/GO composite-modified GCE.185 The composite
material is formed simply through π−π interactions between
the GO and the MWCNT by sonication of the two
components together. The LODs for the biosensor were 22
and 47 mM for dopamine and acetaminophen, respectively.
Importantly, the authors showed that the composite material

Figure 4. Real-time measurements of dopamine release from mouse
striatal brain slices. (A) Mouse striatal slice cut in the coronal plane
and mounted on a 4 × 104 μm2 CNT plated indium−tin oxide
MEA. (B) Amperometric responses to dopamine discharge from a
coronal striatal slice at +0.3 V (black) or 0 V (gray). (C)
Superimposed waveforms of dopamine responses from coronal
(red) and a sagittal section (blue). (D) Mean half-decay time (t1/2)
for coronal and sagittal sections (n = 6). Adapted with permission
from ref 77. Copyright 2013 Elsevier B.V.
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out-performed both the GO-modified GCE and the MWCNT-
modified GCE, while interference studies demonstrated that
UA, AA, and NADH have negligible effect on the simultaneous
sensing ability of the biosensor. Additionally, the biosensor
proved to be stable over 1 week (91.3% signal retention) as well
as successive measurements (∼3% standard deviation). In a
related study, it has been shown that a MWCNT-bridged
mesocellular graphene foam, nanocomposite-modified GCE
can be used to simultaneously determine AA, dopamine, UA,
and tryptophan.186 The authors of this study showed that this
biosensor exhibited a far greater electrochemical response in
terms of selectivity and catalytic activity compared to GCEs
modified with mesocellular graphene foam, MWNTs, or
MWNT/GS.
To further enhance the sensing ability of a GCE modified

with a GO/MWCNT composite, Yang et al. have shown that
including cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) in the
composite allows for the selective and sensitive simultaneous
detection of dopamine (LOD, 1.0 μM), AA (LOD, 1.5 μM),
UA (LOD, 1.0 μM), and nitrite (LOD, 1.5 μM).187 Perhaps,
this enhanced electrochemical activity can be attributed to the
highly porous 3D nanohybrid structure that the CTAB−GO/
MWNT composite forms, which offers more active sites for
dopamine oxidation, compared to the smooth packed surface of
CTAB−GO/GCE.
Using a PtNP-coated graphene−CNT (Pt−G−CNT)

hybrid, Ramakrishnan et al. demonstrated a high electrocatalytic
activity toward the oxidation of AA, dopamine, and UA in 0.1
M phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.0).188 Under optimal
conditions, the authors reported simultaneous detection of AA,
dopamine, and UA, in the linear concentration ranges of 200−
900, 0.2−30, and 0.1−50 mM, respectively, with LODs of 0.186
(AA), 9.199 (dopamine), and 9.386 mA mM−1 cm−2 (UA).
The fabricated sensor was also used in the simultaneous
detection of the three biomolecules in a vitamin C tablet
solution, human serum, and urine. In another study, the Yuan
group reported the simultaneous determination of dopamine,
AA, and UA using a MWCNT/rGO hybrid functionalized with
PAMAM and AuNPs (rGO−PAMAM−MWCNT−AuNPs).189
This hybrid material exhibited large electrocatalytic activities,
which translated into linear response ranges for the
determination of AA, DA, and UA in mixed analytes systems
of 20 to 1.8 mM (LOD 6.7 mM), 10 to 0.32 mM (LOD 3.3
mM), and 1 to 0.114 mM (LOD 0.33 mM), respectively.

Graphene. The use of graphene-based electrodes in the
detection of dopamine has been widely reported.190−194

Depending on the type of graphene material employed, the
electroactivity is enhanced in differing ways. For example, it is
believed that in graphene/rGO-based materials the electro-
activity toward dopamine is enhanced by the large surface area
and superior conductivity.
Two separate groups have shown that a GCE190 or a carbon

fiber electrode191 can be modified through the electrochemical
reduction of GO (ErGO) onto their surface. These electrodes
were then used in the simultaneous detection of AU, UA, and
dopamine. In both of these studies, the ErGO-modified
electrode showed a separation of three analyte peaks, while a
broad merged peak with a lower response was observed for the
unmodified surface. The LODs for the ErGO/carbon fiber
electrode were determined to be 4.5 (AA), 0.77 (dopamine),
and 2.23 μM (UA), while for the ErGO/GCE, they were 0.3
(AA), 0.5 (dopamine), and 0.5 μM (UA). In a related study,
Nancy et al. showed that solar reduced GO could be used to
modify a GCE without the addition of a binder.192 As with the
previously mentioned studies, this electrode could be used in
the simultaneous oxidation and detection of AU, UA, and
dopamine; however, the authors only reported the LOD for
dopamine (2.8 μM). It is important to note that although this
biosensor is believed to be stable under electrochemical
detection conditions, no long-term stability studies were
conducted.
In a similar way, Gao and co-workers have shown that a GO-

modified GCE can be used in the highly sensitive and selective
detection of dopamine in the presence of AA.193 The dopamine
LOD for the electrode was determined to be 0.27 μM, while
the addition of AA does not affect the signal. It is believed that
electrostatic repulsion between the GO and AA makes
oxidation of the AA at the electrode surface impossible. In
contrast, the π−π stacking and electrostatic attraction between
the dopamine and GO allows for facile oxidation to take place.
The different electrochemical responses of dopamine and
ascorbic acid on the working electrode are shown in Figure 5.
To overcome the selectivity problems occurring with the

introduction of analytes which interfere with the dopamine
signal, Bagherzadeh and Heydari showed that by modifying a
carbon paste electrode with graphene nanosheets dopamine
could be preconcentrated on the electrodes surface.194 This
preconcentration method allows for the sensitive (LOD, 8.5

Figure 5. Difference in the electrochemistry of dopamine (adsorbed) and ascorbic acid (repelled) on a GO/GCE. Adapted with permission
from ref 193. Copyright 2013 Elsevier B.V.
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μM) and selective determination of dopamine in the presence
of interfering analytes. This method employs a dopamine
preconcentration step followed by stripping the electrodes in a
dopamine-free solution, as such any possibility of interference
from other interfering analytes is removed (Figure 6). Similar
to the GO case, it is believed that the residual carboxylic acid
groups in the graphene nanosheets attract the dopamine
electrostatically, which increases the overall π−π stacking
between dopamine and graphene.
Qi et al. have prepared pristine graphene (PG) using organic

salt-assisted exfoliation; this PG was then applied in the
simultaneous electrochemical determination of AA, DA, and
UA with LODs of 6.45, 2.00, and 4.82 μM.195 The reason the
authors used PG over chemically converted graphene (CCG) is
that some oxygen-containing functional groups on the CCG
surface are negatively charged and provide an electrostatic
repulsion to the also negatively charged AA. As such, CCG-
based sensors are much less sensitive than PGs toward the
detection of AA.
As has been noted so far, one way to enhance the sensitivity

of a biosensor is to increase the surface area. In this way, 3D
graphene synthesized by chemical vapor deposition, freeze-
casting, and electrochemical polymerization techniques (poly-
pyrrole-coated 3D graphene) has been explored for dopamine
sensing.96,196 These materials exhibited remarkable sensitivity
and LODs, due to the high conductivity and large specific
surface area of the graphene.
Chemical vapor deposition 3D graphene foam electrodes

have been manufactured and applied in dopamine detection
(LOD, 25 nM) in the presence of UA.196 To improve the LOD,
selectivity, and sensitivity of 3D foams, Liu et al. coated a
graphene foam electrode with polypyrrole which binds
favorably with dopamine.96 The 3D polypyrrole-coated foam
electrode displayed predicted selectivity, sensitivity, wide linear
response range (0.1−200 μM), and slightly improved LOD
(19.4 nM). It should be noted, however, that this coated
material was shown to be selective for dopamine detection in
the presence of both UA and AA.
Graphene-based electrodes have additionally been modified

with various polymers, noble metals, metal oxides, spinels, and
metal complexes to produce either doped graphene or other
graphene composite materials. Some of these materials can be
applied in biosensors for the simultaneous sensing of dopamine,
AA, and/or UA.197−203

A screen-printed carbon electrode modified with N-doped
graphene material, synthesized through thermal expansion/
reduction of GO and melamine, has been used in the
simultaneous sensing of dopamine, AA, and UA (Figure
7).197 While the authors believe the shift in the peak oxidation

potentials, which allows simultaneous detection, arises from
enhanced oxidation of the analytes at the pyrrolic-N groups,
they do point out that the observed effect is due to the total N-
doping of the material. The LOD (0.93 μM) of this material is
similar to that of undoped graphene; however, its simultaneous
sensing abilities should allow its further application.
Utilizing the enhanced nitrogen activity toward analytes,

various groups have modified graphene using nitrogen-
containing polymers to achieve simultaneous sensing. By
modifying a GCE with a polyaniline-coated GO material,
Viswanathan and co-workers showed that UA (LOD, 0.2 μM),
AA (LOD, 20 μM), and dopamine (LOD, 0.5 μM) can be
simultaneously determined in solution.198 The enhanced
oxidation peak potential observed is attributed to electrostatic
and π−π interactions between the analytes and the polyaniline/

Figure 6. (A) DPV curves recorded on the carbon-paste-electrode/graphene nanosheet in dopamine-free PBS, after 25 min preconcentration
in PBS containing different concentrations of dopamine. (B) Calibration curve obtained from changes in the DPV anodic peak current vs
dopamine concentration. Adapted with permission from ref 194. Copyright 2013 Royal Society of Chemistry.

Figure 7. Linear sweep voltammetry plots using a screen-printed
carbon electrode modified with N-doped graphene 0.1 M PBS
containing varying concentrations of AA, dopamine (DA), and UA
at a sweep rate of 20 mV/s. From bottom to top, the concentrations
are 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 1, 1.2 mM for AA, 0.12, 0.14, 0.16, 0.19, and 0.22
mM for DA, and 0.1, 0.15, 0.17, 0.2, and 0.25 mM for UA,
respectively. Adapted with permission from ref 197. Copyright
2013 Elsevier B.V.
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GO composite material. In another preparation method, Liu et
al. prepared an over-oxidized polyimidazole/GO-modified
GCE, by electrochemically cycling the GCE in a mixture of
GO and polyimidazole.199 This electrode was then utilized in
the simultaneous determination of UA, AA, guanine, adenine,
and dopamine, while no interference was noted for these five
analytes upon introduction of the following interfering analytes:
NaCl, KCl, KNO3, NaSO4, ZnCl2, CaCl2, citric acid, glucose,
bovine serum albumin, immunoglobulin, and hemoglobin.
Utilizing self-assembly methods, GCE has been modified to

introduce nitrogen and graphene materials. Weng et al. showed
that by dipping a GCE electrode into a GO solution followed
by a chitosan solution, a N-containing layered electrode could
be obtained.200 This electrode could then be applied in the
simultaneous detection of UA (LOD, 0.1 μM) and dopamine
(LOD, 0.05 μM). Zhang and co-workers have shown that by
using a self-assembly method a hollow N-doped carbon sphere
spacer can be introduced between graphene layers.201 The
biosensor was then used in the detection of UA, AA, and
dopamine with very impressive LODs of 18, 650, and 12 nM,
respectively. These electrodes were subsequently employed in
the detection of dopamine, UA, and AA in human urine
samples with an impressive recovery rate of ∼100% for all
analytes.
The solar-reduced GO-modified GCE biosensor manufac-

tured by Nancy and colleagues192 could be further modified by
cycling a Ni acetate/solar rGO/GCE in 0.1 M NaOH. Unlike
the solar-rGO-modified GCE, this Ni−OH/solar-rGO-modi-
fied GCE could be employed in the simultaneous and sensitive
detection of AA, UA, and dopamine (LOD, 0.12 μM).202 This
electrode was also applied in the successful determination of
the three analytes in human blood serum and urine samples.
Zeng and colleagues showed that vinyl-functionalized SiO2-

coated GO could be molecularly imprinted with dopamine.203

This imprinted polymer was then deposited onto a GCE and
could be used in the highly selective detection of dopamine
through an extraction and rebinding of dopamine mechanism.
Importantly, this sensor’s performance was not affected by the
introduction of norepinephrine and epinephrine into the
analyte solution. This molecular imprinting method should
allow for the manufacture of very selective biosensors in the
future.
Zhang et al. explored the important effect of oxygen

functionalities in ErGO-modified GCEs on the electrochemical
oxidation of UA.162 They found that the partial ErGO-modified
GCE displayed the highest sensitivity toward the electro-
oxidation of UA. This electrode also showed a good linear
correlation between the oxidation peak current and the
concentration of UA ranging from 100 nM to 10 μM with a
LOD of 50 nM. These modification studies have shown that
tuning the activity and sensitivity of rGO-based electrode films
toward the electro-oxidation of UA can be achieved through
chemical doping or formation of nanocomposites.159−161 In the
same way, it has been shown the ErGO-modified electrodes can
be used for the simultaneous detection of UA, AA, and
dopamine.163 The fouling effect was noticed on this biosensor
when the pH was neutral or basic; however, in acidic solution,
this effect was not observed. This is believed to be due to the
formation of polydopamine on the surface of the electrode,
indicating that electro-oxidation proceeds slowly, which agrees
with a diffusion-rate-controlled process.
As has been noted above, N-doped graphene can be used to

detect UA.163 It should be noted, however, that the N-doping

methods currently employed are not controllable, and as such,
the sensitivity/selectivity of these electrodes can be im-
proved.204−206 Through the utilization of a rGO/AgNP-
modified GCE, it is possible to simultaneously and sensitively
determine the UA, AA, dopamine, and tryptophan in
commercial and human urine samples.161 Interestingly, this
electrode showed negligible fouling, which is believed to be due
to the enhanced catalytic activity induced in the AgNPs through
the introduction of rGO.
Chen et al. prepared GO supported porous bimetallic alloyed

palladium silver (PdAg) nanoflowers using an in situ reduction
process.207 The authors then used this material to fabricate a
sensor which can selectively detect AA, dopamine, and UA with
low detection limits of 0.057, 0.048, and 0.081 μM. In contrast
for the simultaneous detection of AA, DA, and UA, the LODs
were 0.185, 0.017, and 0.654 μM, respectively. In another study,
Liu et al.208 showed that electrodeposited Au−Pt bimetallic
nanoclusters decorated on GO can be applied in the detection
of DA and UA with linear detection ranges of 6.82 × 10−8 to
4.98 × 10−2 M and 1.25 × 10−7 to 8.28 × 10−2 M and LODs of
2.07 × 10−8 and 4.07 × 10−8 M, respectively.
Yang designed a sensor based on CTAB-functionalized rGO/

ZnS for the simultaneous electrochemical detection of
dopamine, UA, and AA.209 In addition to its electrocatalytic
activities toward the oxidation of AA (LOD 30 μM), dopamine
(LOD 0.5 μM), and UA (LOD 0.4 μM), the biosensor is
capable of resolving overlapping peaks, decreasing over-
potential, and enhancing current response.
Pruneanu et al. have developed electrochemical sensors for

dopamine based on gold electrodes, modified with graphene−
AuAg(Au/Gr−AuAg) or graphene−Au (Au/Gr−Au) compo-
sites.210 The Au/Gr−AuAg electrode showed improved peak
current density, linear range, and LOD in comparison to the
Au/Gr−Au electrode, which corroborates other studies which
incorporate bimetallic alloys in graphene-based biosensors. The
LOD of Au/Gr−AuAg for dopamine in the absence of AA and
UA was calculated to be 2.05 × 10−7 M, which is superior to the
detection limit in their presence (2.16 × 10−6 M).
Many other studies have been reported regarding the

detection of dopamine, UA, and AA, simultaneously as well
as discretely. For example, Li et al.211 reported a silver
nanowire-reduced graphene oxide-based biosensor, and Zou et
al. reported hemin-functionalized graphene oxide sheets for
detection of dopamine, UA, and AA.212 Additionally, core−
shell and rod-shaped magnetite structures decorated on
graphene exhibit enhanced selectivity for dopamine detection
in the presence of UA and AA.213,214

Protein and Protein Monomer Sensing. For the case of
small-molecule (nonenzymatic) analysis, it is important to
measure the activities of functional protein molecules such as
bioenzymes released from cells, under different microenvir-
onmental conditions, to understand the fundamentals of cell
biology for therapeutic, diagnostic, and tissue engineering
applications.215 Two examples of the fundamental importance
of enzyme detection would be that of α-fetoprotein and
lysozyme.
α-Fetoprotein (AFP), a protein with a molecular weight of

70 kDa, is produced by the liver and umbilical vesicle of the
fetus during pregnancy. However, elevated AFP expression is
widely known as a biomarker for hepatocellular carcinoma
(liver cancer).216,217 As such, the early detection of AFP is
highly desired. At present, several methods are employed in
AFP sensing such as fluorescence, electrogenerated chemilu-
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minescence, and voltammetric immunoassay. Among these
methods, voltammetric immunoassay has received much
attention in recent years due to its unique properties, such as
a low detection limit, small analyte volume, simple
instrumentation, minimal manipulation, simplicity, and high
sensitivity.
Lysozymes are proteins found in multiple organisms and

have physiological and pharmaceutical functions such as anti-
inflammatory, antiviral, immune modulatory, antihistaminic and
antitumor activities.218,219 As such, the level of lysozymes in the
body can have dramatic health effects, for example, a reduced
level of lysozymes in newborns is associated with broncho-
pulmonary dysplasia (chronic lung disease).220 From these
examples, one is able to see the necessity to develop biosensors
that can selectively detect proteins at very low and high
concentrations.
Protein-Relevant Monomer Sensing Using Carbon Nano-

tubes. L-Cysteine, a sulfur-containing α-amino acid, serves an
important structural role in many proteins because of its
chemical activity in the formation of complexes with various
ionic species and biomolecules.221,222 L-Cysteine is used in
some proprietary antibiotics for the treatment of skin
damage223 as well as an antioxidant in the food industry.224

Therefore, the selective and sensitive determination of L-
cysteine in food processing, biochemistry, pharmaceuticals, and
clinical analysis is highly required.225 Goulart et al. reported that
a MWCNT/Au nanorod composite-modified GCE could be
used in the electrocatalytic oxidation/detection of L-cysteine.226

It was shown that the advantage of using this electrode is that it
oxidizes L-cysteine at very low potential (0.0 V vs Ag/AgCl) at
which the other normally interfering thiol compounds like
homocysteine, glutathione, and N-acetylcysteine do not
undergo oxidation. The biosensor exhibited a stability, quick
response time (1 s), large kcat value (120 nA μM−1), large linear
response range (5.0−200 mM), and low LOD (8.25 nM). In an
extension to this work, Kubota et al. modified a GCE using a
MWCNT/poly(4-vinylpyridine)-Fe(CN)5 metallopolymer ma-
terial.72 This electrode, with a remarkable 100% maximum
response in merely 0.1 s, was then used to detect L-cysteine
with a LOD of 20.5 nM−1. It should be noted that the authors
did not report the confidence level for which this LOD was
reported, as such the higher of the two LOD values reported is
presented here.
Riboflavin (vitamin B2), while not an enzyme, is an

enzymatic cofactor that is critical in many enzymatic processes
in the body. For this reason, its detection is important to
understand biological functions as well as the effects of
inadequate intake on the human body. In this vain,
Santhanalakshmi et al. prepared and optimized an oleylamine-
capped nickel oxide NP/MWCNT composite which formed
through electrostatic adsorption between the capped NPs and
acid-functionalized MWCNTs (Figure 8).73,227 A modified
GCE with this composite was then used for the electrochemical
detection of riboflavin. The electrode exhibited a LOD of 1 nM,
and the sensitivity was not significantly interfered by the water-
soluble vitamins B1, B3, B6, C, and folic acid. These results
enhance the practical application of this composite for
riboflavin detection. Additionally, the biosensor shows only
1.24% decrease in initial response after the storage at 4 °C for a
month.
Madrakian et al. have shown by electrodepositing AuNPs

onto a MWCNT-modified GCE that this electrode can be used
in the simultaneous determination of the amino acid tyrosine,

acetaminophen, and AA in pharmaceutical preparations and
humans serum samples.227 To verify the feasibility of the
simultaneous determination of tyrosine, acetaminophen, and
AA by the biosensor, experiments were carried out where one
analyte concentration was changed while keeping the others
constant (Figure 9). As can be seen in Figure 9, the LODs for
the tyrosine, acetaminophen, and AA analytes were calculated
to be 0.21, 0.03, and 0.76 μM, respectively.
Gupta et al.74 grew vertically aligned carbon nanofibers using

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition to fabricate
nanoelectrode arrays in a 3 × 3 configuration. These fabricated
nanofibers were used for biosensing C-reactive protein (CRP)
using CV and EIS. CRP is an acute phase protein which is
synthesized in liver and secreted in the bloodstream, causing
infection or inflammation, and thus is a biomarker for cardiac
disease. The CV responses show a 25% reduction in redox
current upon the immobilization of anti-CRP on the electrode,
where a 30% increase in charge transfer resistance is seen from
EIS. These nanofibers show high specificity toward CRP in the
presence of possibly interfering nonspecific myoglobin antigen
with the detection limit of 90 pM, which is low enough for
clinical application.

Protein Sensing Using Carbon Nanotubes. Pregnancy-
associated plasma protein-A (PAPP-A) is an enzyme tested for
during prenatal screening to determine if down syndrome is
present in the fetus.228 Ding et al. developed a novel
electrochemical immunosensor for competitive detection of
PAPP-A in serum.229 A GCE was modified with a SWCNT/
chitosan composite and then coated with PAPP-A. This
electrode was then incubated with a known volume of biotin-
anti-PAPP-A antibody and unknown concentrations of PAPP-
A. After being washed, this electrode was incubated with
streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase, which bound with the
remaining biotin-anti-PAPP-A, and then this reaction was
tested electrochemically (Figure 10). The LOD of this
biosensor was calculated to be 39 ng/mL, and it exhibited
stability, reproducibility, and negligible voltammetric response
from interfering molecules in the serum.
To detect the human carcinoembryonic antigen, Feng et al.

modified a GCE using a multilayer-by-layer drop-coating/
electrodeposition assembly method of rGO, MWCNTs, and
Prussian blue NPs. Onto this assembly were anchored AuNPs,

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of electrostatic adsorption of
oleylamine-capped nickel oxide NP onto the acid-functionalized
MWCNTs surface. Adapted with permission from ref 73. Copyright
2014 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure 9. (A) DPVs at AuNP/MWCNT/GCE at pH 6.0 and different concentrations of tyrosine (Tyr), acetaminophen (AC), and AA. From 1
to 13, the concentrations are 0.5 to 80 μM for Tyr, 0.5 to 30 μM for AC, and 1 to 150 μM for AA. (B) Plots of the oxidation peak currents as a
function of Tyr (red), AC (blue), and AA (green) concentrations. Adapted with permission from ref 227. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

Figure 10. Schematic showing the preparation of the electrochemical immunosensor for the detection of PAPP-A. Adapted with permission
from ref 229. Copyright 2013 Elsevier B.V.

Figure 11. Stepwise illustration of the fabrication and sensing of the prolactin antibody (AP-anti-PRL)/ poly(pyrrolepropionic acid) (PPA)/
CNT/GCE immunosensor. Adapted with permission from ref 92. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.
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which could immobilize the carcinoembryonic antigen anti-
body.230 It was found that the electrode performs optimally
with five layers of rGO−MWCNT−Prussian blue and exhibited
a highly selective LOD of 60 pg mL−1. This electrode was then
applied in serum samples and exhibited recovery rates of 96−
110%. Additionally, the authors reported that the biosensor
exhibited negligible variation in response after 3 weeks,
indicating the sensors stability. In another study, it has been
shown that by immobilizing a thrombin binding aptamer onto a
SWCNT-modified GCE, thrombin can be detected without
using a label.93 This electrode showed an impressive linear
range of 10 nM to 100 mM and a LOD of 10 nM. It should be
noted that this LOD and linear range were determined by
adding the electrocatalytic mediator Ru(2,2′-bipyridine)32+,
which results in a higher sensitivity due to an enhanced
oxidation of the guanine nucleotides. By coating a Ag electrode
with polyethylenimine onto CNTs followed by anticardiac
Troponin T, Filho and colleagues demonstrated that the
cardiac marker cardiac Troponin T can be detected.88 This
sensor was applied in the detection of the cardiac marker in
human serum samples, which can be used in the diagnosis of
acute myocardial infarction.
The Yu group showed that a GCE modified with MWCNTs,

Nafion, and thionine-coated AuNPs can be used to sense
cardiovascular biomarker netrin 1.231 Under an optimized
condition, this immunoelectrode could sense netrin 1 at a
voltage of −300 mV, with a LOD of 30 fg mL−1, and a linear
response range of 0.09 to 1800 pg mL−1. Dutra et al. reported a
sensitive nanostructured immunoelectrode for electrochemical
detection of the dengue virus NS1 protein fabricated by
depositing a layer of CNT followed by poly(allylamine) on a
GCE.232 The electrochemical properties of immunoassay were
indirect and produced at a controlled potential by the reaction
between H2O2 and a peroxidase enzyme conjugated to anti-
NS1 antibodies. This sensor exhibited a linear range of 0.1−2.5
μg mL−1 and a LOD of 0.035 μg mL−1.
To detect the phosphoprotein casein in dairy products, Wang

et al. sequentially immobilized AuNPs and the casein antibody
onto a MWCNT-modified GCE with a film of electrodeposited
poly-L-arginine.90 The immunosensor displayed a LOD of 5 ×
10−8 g mL−1 and could be applied in the selective and sensitive
determination of casein in cheese samples with recovery rates
between 92 and 100%. Since casein is one of the major
allergens found in dairy products, this study shows relevant
practical application. By immobilizing the hormone prolactin

antibody onto an electrodeposited poly(pyrrole propionic acid)
film on a CNT-modified GCE, Sedeno and co-workers were
able to detect the hormone prolactin (Figure 11).92 The
immunosensor exhibited a LOD of 3 pg/mL and could be used
in the successful determination of prolactin in human serum
and urine samples with recovery rates between 97 and 103%. It
is believed that the use of a conducting polymer in conjunction
with the CNTs allows for enhanced electron transfer and
thereby an increase in analytical performance.

Protein-Relevant Monomer Sensing Using Graphene. The
detection of L-cysteine reported for CNT-modified electrodes
has also been reported for graphene-based biosensors. It is well-
known that the electrochemical property of a modified
electrode is strongly related with the homogeneous distribution
of NPs and the density.233 In this way, Xu et al. modified a GCE
with a graphene−AuNP hybrid, where these AuNPs were very
close to uniformity in size (9 nm) and distribution.98 These
electrodes were then applied in the sensitive detection of L-
cysteine (LOD, 20.5 nM) and showed negligible voltammetric
response on the addition of arginine, tyrosine, glutamic acid,
glucose, urea, and K+, Na+, and Ca2+. These electrodes were
also applied in the detection of L-cysteine in human urine with a
100% recovery rate. It is believed that the voltammetric
response of this electrode to L-cysteine is attributed to both the
excellent conductivity of graphene as well as the catalytic
properties of the AuNPs. Using an electrochemical deposition
method, Majd and colleagues showed that uniform MnO NPs
can be evenly deposited on a rGO-modified GCE.234 This
electrode was used to detect L-cysteine, with the electrode
displaying a linear response over the 1−120 μM concentration
range and a LOD of 75 nM.

Protein Sensing Using Graphene. AFP sensing is normally
achieved using labeling, as has been demonstrated by Shen et
al., who developed a polyamidoamine dendrimer/rGO/
enzyme-labeled AFP antibody in the detection of AFP on a
AuNP AFP-antibody-modified GCE electrode (Figure 12).235

In these type of labeling methods, the electrode is immersed in
a solution containing AFP and thereafter into the labeled AFP
antibody. The electrochemical response of this labeled AFP
antibody is then determined. To avoid these multistep
procedures, it is desirable to develop label-free methods for
FAP detection. In this vain, Peng and co-workers showed that a
GCE electrode modified with a AuNP/polydopamine/
thionine/GO material and then incubated in anti-AFP could
be used in the label-free detection of AFP.99 This biosensor

Figure 12. Schematic showing the preparation of the polyamidoamine dendrimer (PAMAM)/rGO(graphene)/enzyme-labeled AFP antibody
(anti-HRP) and its use as a label in the detection of AFP using a AuNP(GNP)/AFP antibody-modified electrode. Modified with permission
from ref 235. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.
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showed a remarkable LOD of 0.03 nM and could be applied
successfully in AFP monitoring in serum samples with an AFP
recovery rate between 92 and 106%.
Erdem and colleagues have shown that a graphene-based

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy aptosensor can be
used in the detection of lysozyme.236 The aptosensor was
fabricated by coating a pencil graphite electrode with a mixture
of chitosan/GO on this modified surface, and the antilysozyme
DNA aptamer was immobilized by incubation. This electrode
could then be used in the direct detection of lysozyme with a
LOD of 28.53 nM. It should be noted that this sensor was
sensitive to interference from other enzymes such as bovine
serum albumin or thrombin.
These biosensing methods using immunosensor graphene-

modified electrodes seem to have no limits, with Eissa et al.
showing that the egg allergen ovalbumin can be detected using
a graphene-based label-free voltammetric biosensor.97,100,109

These types of electrodes with their small LODs are applicable
in a wide variety of applications. It should be noted that most
probably, a large reason behind these small LODs can be
attributed to the conductivity of graphene-based materials. Wu
et al. have reported the simultaneous detection of the cervical
cancer markers carcinoembryonic antigen and squamous cell
carcinoma antigen utilizing a GCE modified with a rGO−
tetraethylene pentamine onto which the carcinoembryonic and
squamous cell carcinoma antibodies were immobilized.109 This
sensing method additionally relied on the labeling of the
antigens with AuNPs to increase the sensitivity, and as such, the
LODs were 0.013 and 0.010 ng/mL for the squamous cell
carcinoma antigen and carcinoembryonic antigen, respectively.
These biosensors were then successfully applied in the
detection of the antigens in serum samples with recovery
rates between 96.0 and 104%. By functionalizing a GCE with a
rGO/electroactive Orange II dye composite material onto
which a thrombin or lysozyme binding aptamer was
immobilized, Guo et al. have shown that thrombin can be
detected (Figure 13).97 The use of Orange II is important as it
not only prevents the agglomeration of the as-formed graphene
nanocomposite in solution but also endows graphene nano-
sheets with electroactive properties. These biosensors could
then be successfully applied in the sensitive and selective
determination of thrombin (LOD, 0.35 pM) and lysozyme
(LOD, 1.0 pM).

Wang et al. reported a selective label-free electrochemical
biosensor based on graphene−AuNPs for the detection of
thrombin with a LOD of 0.01 nM and a linear response range
of 0.3−50 nM.237 Xue et al. reported a one-pot synthesis of
thio-β-cyclodextrin-functionalized graphene−gold NP compo-
sites (SH-β-CD-Gr/AuNPs) which were deposited onto a GCE
to sense thrombin. The as-fabricated sensor shows a wide linear
range for thrombin from 1.6 × 10−17 to 8.0 × 10−15 M and a
LOD of 5.2 × 10−18 M.238 Due to the ferrocene probe
employed and the host−guest interaction of ferrocene with CD,
an amplified response and improved sensitivity was observed.

Hydrogen Peroxide Sensing. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
detection is important in food processing and pharmaceutical
formulations for oral hygiene, such as mouthwashes and dental
whitening gels. There are several methods for the detection of
H2O2, such as titrimetry, spectrophotometry, fluorimetry, and
chemiluminescence. However, these methods require time-
consuming sample preparation and expensive reagents. On the
other hand, the voltammetric detection technique is a robust,
simple, rapid, and reproducible method for reliable sensing of
H2O2 in pharmaceutical, food, and dental formulations. The
voltammetric and chronoamperometry detection of H2O2 can
be achieved through direct oxidation at carbon and platinum
electrodes.239−243 Unfortunately, due to the large potentials
(300−600 mV vs reference electrode) applied to these working
electrode, there is significant interference. To overcome these
interferences, different approaches based on the chemical and
electrochemical modifications of working electrodes surfaces
with carbon nanomaterials have been proposed. Importantly,
H2O2 detection is used as an indirect method in the detection
of multiple analytes.
In voltammetric detections, oxidation/reduction of H2O2 at

electrodes is limited by poor electrode kinetics and high
overpotentials, which cause the degradation of the sensing
response. In this regard, CNTs have been widely used in H2O2
detection, as they have the ability to decrease the overpotential
and increase electrode sensitivity. It should be noted, however,
that the dispersion of CNT in the structural material plays an
important role in the performance of composites toward
biosensing. Thus, the CNTs should be functionalized to
enhance their dispersibility in the composite.
On the other hand, the 2D structure of graphene provides

both edge and basal planes which interact easily with the NPs
and nanocatalysts. In this way, the addition of metal NPs onto
the graphene surface could (a) increase its active surface area to
facilitate the adsorption of an analyte and (b) accelerate
electron transfer between the electrode and detection
molecules.

Carbon Nanotubes. Clausen et al. applied a MWCNT/
hemin composite for voltammetric detection of H2O2 in
mouthwash and dental whitening gel.244 The proposed sensor
was applied in the determination of H2O2 in samples using the
CV method (−1.0 to +0.3 V vs Ag/AgCl). Interestingly, the
increase in the proportion of hemin in the composite decreases
the cathode peak potential for H2O2 reduction, which is
probably due to masking of the conductivity of the MWCNTs
by high hemin content. The voltammetric linear range with
respect to H2O2 concentration was determined to be 0.6 μM to
7.2 mM, with a LOD of 0.2 μM. The advantage of this method
is that it does not require extensive preliminary sample
treatment. As such, it has direct application in H2O2 detection
in oral hygiene formulations with accuracy equivalent to
volumetric titrimetry.

Figure 13. Biosensor fabrication and thrombin sensing utilizing the
GCE/rGO/electroactive Orange II dye/thrombin binding aptamer
biosensor as proposed by Guo et al. Adapted with permission from
ref 97. Copyright 2013 Elsevier B.V.
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In a similar way, Zhang and co-workers have reported a
hemin/GO/CNT-modified GCE for the dual sensing of H2O2

and simultaneous detection of the biomolecules AA, dopamine,
UA, and tryptophan.245 The hemin is purposefully chosen as it
can be successfully employed in the catalytic reduction of H2O2

due to its intrinsic peroxidase-like activity. The combination of
GO and CNT produces a porous 3D hybrid which can facilitate
the discrimination of species which can get oxidized and
reduced at same potential, such as AA, dopamine, UA, and
tryptophan. Additionally, the electrochemical discrimination of
the hemin/GO/CNT electrode toward AA, dopamine, UA, and
tryptophan is influenced by the difference in π−π interaction of
the respective molecules with the composite. The electrode
showed 88.2−92.4% retention of the initial electrochemical
signal after 7 days storage at 4 °C in a PBS buffer.
Another dual selective and sensitive biosensor for nicotina-

mide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and H2O2 has been
successfully fabricated by Chen et al.246 The authors modified a
GCE with amino-functionalized MWCNTs, which were then
used as a substrate immobilized with neutral red, poly(neutral
red), and flavin adenine dinucleotide. For NADH and H2O2,
the hybrid composite allows reduction overpotentials at +0.05
and −0.1 V (vs Ag/AgCl), respectively. In contrast, on an
unmodified GCE, there are no oxidation or reduction peaks
observed over the −0.8 to +0.4 V range. The LODs for the
biosensor were calculated to be 1.3 and 0.1 nM for NADH and
H2O2, respectively. The biosensor was applied in the
determination of NADH and H2O2 in bovine calf serum
samples with recovery rates of between 96 and 102%. Since
both NADH and H2O2 play a vital role in biological processes,

this dual biosensor could act as a springboard to develop
biosensors using both oxidase and dehydrogenase.
Lou et al. reported a L-lysine/MWCNT-based composite-

modified GCE could be used as a dual biosensor for H2O2 and
IO3

−.80 The biosensor was fabricated by coating a GCE with
acid-functionalized MWCNTs onto which L-lysine was electro-
deposited; this surface was then used to immobilize the heme
protein catalase (CAT) (Figure 14). The advantage of using
CAT as the bioactive unit is that it retains its enzymatic activity
even after deposition on the L-lysine/MWCNT composite.
Additionally, the MWCNTs facilitate the direct electron
transfer with the electrode surface and the CAT. The study
of these CAT/L-lysine/MWCNT/GCEs in different deoxy-
genated pH solutions shows that the modified electrode can be
used for electroanalytical or other applications over a wide
range of different pH values.
Glennon et al. reported that electrochemically deposited

cadmium oxide (CdO) NPs, 50 nm diameter, on a GCE
modified with MWCNT can be used in the detection of
H2O2.

247 The biosensor exhibited a large electrocatalytic
activity for H2O2 at 1.2 V vs Ag/AgCl over a broad pH
range. The authors note that CdO is favorable over other metal
oxide NPs with respect to sensitivity, LOD (0.1 μM), selectivity
of H2O2, and reproducibility. Interestingly, at pH 7, the sensor
did not suffer interference from the injection of dopamine acid,
UA, and AA, as well as exhibiting long-term stability. Wagberg
and colleagues showed that a GCE modified with palladium
NPs deposited on helical carbon nanofiber (HCNF) (Figure
15) coated with Nafion could be used for sensing H2O2, while
the same electrode immobilized with GOx could be used in
glucose sensing.248 The advantage of this Nafion/Pd-HCNF/

Figure 14. Stepwise representation of manufacture of the CAT/L-lysine/MWCNT-modified GCE. Adapted with permission from ref 80.
Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

Figure 15. TEM images showing (A) unmodified helical carbon nanofiber (HCNFs) and (B) PdNP-decorated HCNFs and (right)
representation of glucose and H2O2 sensing using the Nafion/Pd-HCNF/GCE sensor. Adapted from ref 248. Copyright 2013 American
Chemical Society.
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GCE sensor over other electrodes for biosensing is that the
NPs are well-distributed and small, offering superior electro-
catalytic performance, while the HCNFs provide excellent
conductivity and high surface area. The amperometric studies
showed LODs of 3.0 μM and 0.03 mM for H2O2 and glucose
sensing at an applied potential of 0.5 V.
Limtrakul et al. reported the size-tailored synthesis of

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine
(DMAP)-capped AuNPs and their facile deposition onto
anodic aluminum oxide-templated carbon nanotubes (AuNP/
CNT) via electrostatic self-assembly.249 The enhanced CV
signal obtained from the AuNP/CNT material is ascribed to
reduced charge transfer resistance from the small amount of
capping agent on the Au surfaces and the dense/homogeneous
distribution of AuNPs on the CNTs. This sensor gave a wide
linearity range for H2O2 detection from 5 μM to 45.80 mM
with the LOD of 0.23 μM. More recently, the Manan group
synthesized a AgNP−CNT−rGO composite, using a hydro-
thermal method, which showed excellent electrocatalytic
activity for the reduction of H2O2 with a rapid amperometric
response time less than 3 s.250 This composite exhibited a linear
detection range of 0.1−100 mM, with a LOD of 0.9 μM.
Graphene. Hwang and co-workers have reported a simple

and cost-efficient green procedure for the reduction of GO and
the synthesis of rGO/mono- and bimetallic hybrids using an
Azadirachta indica extract as a reducing agent.251 These
materials were then used to fabricate nonenzymatic electrodes
by coating the prepared hybrid materials on the surface of a
GCE. The Ag−Au/rGO-based biosensor showed excellent
selectivity, a wide linear response range (0.1−5 mM), stability,
and LOD of ∼1 μM for H2O2. The enhanced performance of
this biosensor is believed to be due to (1) increased electrical
conductivity, (2) enhanced catalytically active surface area, and
(3) multiple active defective sites, including expanded interlayer
spacing that can effectively trap the analyte.
As has been mentioned above, Gao et al. have shown that

H2O2 and glucose can be sensed utilizing a GCE functionalized
with a Ni(OH)2/ErGO−MWCNT composite.132 The LOD for
H2O2 was not as impressive as that obtained for the Ag−Au/
rGO-modified electrode. However, it should be noted that this
electrode does not suffer interference response from K+, NO3

−,
Na+, Cl−, UA, and AA, and it was applied in the detection of
H2O2 (104% recovery) in milk samples. Li et al. reported the
electrochemical deposition of cobalt oxide NPs on the surface
of a ErGO-modified GCE could be used as a reproducible and
stable H2O2 sensor.

102 This electrode showed a linear response
range of 5 μM to 1 mM and a LOD of 0.2 μM, with a detection
accuracy that is equivalent to the commonly used KMnO4
titration method.
It has been noted that catalysts synthesized by depositing

metal or metal oxides onto graphene usually suffer from
dissolution and agglomeration during voltammetric tests. These
factors lead to degradation of the catalyst activity and hence the
performance of the biosensors. To overcome these disadvan-
tages, metals wrapped in graphene sheets have been
investigated as catalysts. In this regard, Liu et al. reported the
synthesis of enzymeless graphene-wrapped Cu2O nanocube-
modified GCEs that could be used in the detection of H2O2
and glucose.252 The Cu2O/graphene electrode showed a good
response toward H2O2 (LOD, 20.8 μM) and glucose (LOD, 3.3
μM), with linear response ranges of 0.3 to 7.8 mM and 0.3 to
3.3 mM, respectively. The authors reported that the graphene
coating on the Cu2O nanocubes effectively improves the

electrochemical cycling stability of the fabricated sensor as well
as the electron transfer rate. According to the authors, the
graphene played a major role in detection performance in that
it can (1) largely reduce the size of the nanocubes, (2) prevent
the nanocubes from aggregating, and (3) enhance the
electrochemical stability.
Nalini and colleagues fabricated an enzyme-based H2O2

biosensor by the simultaneous electrodeposition of GO,
AgNPs, and the enzyme (horseradish peroxidase or cholesterol
oxidase) onto a graphite electrode.253 These electrodes showed
H2O2 LODs of 0.514 and 5 μM for the GO/AgNP−cholesterol
oxidase/GCE and GO/AgNP−horseradish peroxidase/GCE,
respectively. Both of these electrodes showed optimized
response at pH 7 and negligible amperometric response to
the addition of interfering agents AA, UA, and dopamine. The
authors showed that the pH and temperature effect are directly
related to the enzymatic activity of the horseradish peroxidase
and cholesterol oxidase. Interestingly, these enzymes exhibit a
large catalytic activity which is believed to be due to the AgNP/
GO microenvironment. In another study, it has been reported
that nickel oxide can be electrodeposited onto an ErGO-coated
GCE electrode.254 This electrode can then be further modified
using the myoglobin protein and Nafion to give a H2O2 and
trichloroacetic acid sensor that functioned in PBS at a pH of 3.
After 3 weeks of storage, this electrode exhibited 94% of its
initial response and an initial LOD of 0.71 μM for H2O2.
Fan et al. have shown that enzyme loss and catalytic

deactivation of horseradish peroxidase in a H2O2 sensor can be
overcome by encapsulating the peroxidase in graphene
capsules.255 This hybrid material was then deposited in a
layer-by-layer method with poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate)
onto a ITO surface to form a H2O2 biosensor with a wide linear
response range of 0.01−12 mmol L−1 and a LOD of 3.3 mmol
L−1.
To provide another alternative to avoid catalytic degradation

due to enzyme loss, Yang et al. reported a nonenzymatic H2O2
sensor by modifying graphene with cobalt hexacyanoferrate
NPs (CoHCFNPs).256 Additionally, there are several other
reports which focus on nonenzymatic H2O2 detection, wherein
graphene modified with complexes or nanocomposites of
metals like Ag, Au, Pt, and Cu have been utilized.257−260

DNA and MicroRNA Sensing. In recent years, there has
been an increasing interest in the study of DNA sensing due to
their fundamental significance in life sciences (e.g., gene
identification, molecular diagnostics, pathogen detection, and
forensic investigation). Among the various DNA analyses
techniques, developing highly sensitive voltammetric biosensors
for the detection of specific oligonucleotide sequences
(especially at low concentrations equivalent to physiological
levels) has recently attracted considerable interest.
Graphene has the ability to interact strongly and uniquely

with the various nucleobases; in this way, it has been reported
by Kim and co-workers that graphene can be used in ultrafast
DNA sequencing.13,261,262 These techniques allow for single-
molecule sensing by utilizing the quantum conductance effect.
By applying gate voltage, the quantum conductance gives the
finger prints of the HOMO energy levels of adsorbed
nucleobases, which can then be utilized for 2D molecular
electronics spectroscopy. This is important as it allows for the
sensing of single DNA methylations, which is important in
cancer detection.14,263 Usually, DNA biosensors are electrodes
modified with a DNA probe molecule, which can then interact
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and produce a voltammetric signal with introduction of the

DNA analyte.
Both CNTs and graphene are ideal candidates for use in

DNA and RNA sensing as they are able to form π−π bonds

between their conjugated π systems and the nucleobases.

Additionally, due to their inherent electrical conductivity, these

materials amplify the DNA/RNA sensing signal. This is

important because the DNA/RNA sensing signal is usually

weak and requires various methods of amplification such as
addition of electron shuttling enzymes or NPs.76,264−267

Carbon Nanotubes. To differentiate between single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) and double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA), Kashanian et al. reported that a chitosan-CNT-
modified GCE electrode can be used in conjunction with the
coppe r p robe mo lecu l e [Cu(2 ,9 -d ime thy l -1 , 10 -
phenanthroline)(1,10-phenanthroline-5,6-dion)Cl]Cl.244 The
ssDNA or dsDNA was immobilized onto the modified

Figure 16. Schematic procedure for DNA biosensor fabrication. Glucose oxidase (GOD) is immobilized onto the MoS2-MWCNT/AuNP-
modified surface. Onto this GOD-modified surface, the ssDNA (HS-DNA) probe molecule was attached. This electrode could then be using in
the detection of femtomolar concentrations of target DNA (cDNA). Adapted with permission from ref 269. Copyright 2014 Elsevier B.V.

Figure 17. (A) Single-wave voltammograms recorded on the ODN-141-P-modified electrode with and without hybridization with
complementary miRNA-141: 1 fM, 10 fM, 1 pM, and 100 pM. (B) Relative change in current upon hybridization with concentrations of
miRNA-141 spanning the 1 fM to 10 nM range. Adapted from ref 75. Copyright 2013 Elsevier B.V.
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electrode surface, and then [Cu(2,9-dimethyl-1,10-
phenanthroline)(1,10-phenanthroline-5,6-dion)Cl]Cl was in-
troduced with a concentration of 20 μM.268 Considerably
larger and well-defined redox peaks are observed for dsDNA
than ssDNA, which indicates that the copper complex binds
preferentially to the dsDNA-immobilized electrode surface.
This indirect method can, as such, be used to electrochemically
discriminate between dsDNA and ssDNA.
In another study, Huang and colleagues reported DNA signal

amplification through modification of a GCE using multiple
amplification methods, such as AuNPs, GOx, and a
molybdenum disulfide/MWCNT (MoS2/MWCNT) compo-
site (Figure 16).269 The MoS2/MWCNT composite material is
chosen due to its extraordinary electrical conductivity, while
GOx was chosen as it does not require a mediator in direct
electron transfer DNA detection; these two components as
such result in faster response and larger sensitivity. This
biosensor exhibited a LOD of 0.79 fM for the target DNA and
could be applied in target DNA sensing in serum samples. The
selectivity of the sensor is impressive with single- and triple-
base mismatches detected as well as long-term stability (i.e.
∼3.9% decrease after 15 days).
Miodek et al. employed a two-step electrochemical

patterning method to fabricate a biosensor that consists of
MWCNTs, polypyrrole (PPy), redox polyamidoamine den-
drimers, and the redox marker ferrocene for electrochemical
DNA detection.270 This hybrid material shows good perform-
ance in the electrochemical detection of DNA hybridization
with a LOD of 0.3 fM. Additionally, the authors showed that
they could identify the rpoB gene of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
in PCR samples.
Pham et al. modified a GCE with an electroactive polymer 5-

hydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone-co-(3-(5-hydroxy-1,4-dioxo-1,4-
dihydronaphthalen-2(3)-yl)propanoic acid/CNT composite for
the label-free (reagentless) detection of the microRNA prostate
cancer biomarker (miRNA-141) with a LOD of 8 fM.75 The
probe DNA (ODN-141-P) was immobilized on the modified
electrode and showed a selective voltammetric response to the
miRNA-141 target molecule (Figure 17). Additionally, no
interference was detected for the noncomplementary miRNA
sequences molecules miR-103 and miR-29b-1. The authors
chose the nanostructured polymer film as it possesses very large
electroactivity in neutral aqueous medium. This activity is due
to the quinine group embedded in the polymer backbone. In
the same way, Tang and co-workers utilized a GCE modified
with MWCNT onto which the DNA probe for miRNA-24 was
immobilized for the label free electrochemical detection of cell
proliferation miRNA-24.271 The DPV method used in this
study for the detection of miRNAs is based on the
enhancement in the oxidation peaks of guanine and adenine
in the miRNA probe and target. It is believed that this signal
enhancement is due to the probe miRNA no longer coiling
around the MWCNTs (which quenches the electrochemical
signal) but binding with the miRNA-24 which allows enhanced
electrochemistry. The LOD of the composite material was
determined to be 1 pM, which is 3 orders lower than that of
existing screen-printed electrodes modified with electro-
deposited inosine-substituted capture sensors for miRNA-122
detection.
The Tang group has prepared a MWCNT−polyamidoamine

dendrimer, methylene blue as a redox indicator, and hybrid
material by a simple electrochemical method for sensing of
microRNA (miRNA).272 The as-manufactured biosensor

exhibited an LOD of ∼0.5 fM and a linear range up to 100
nM. The hybrid was also successfully applied in the detection of
miRNA-24 in a total RNA sample extracted from HeLa cells.

Graphene. Zhang and colleagues reported that functionaliz-
ing graphene with amino groups led to far more successful
immobilization of probe DNA than is found using unmodified
graphene.273 The authors showed that this modified DNA
biosensor exhibited a greater detectable change using a
electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance, ΔF = 121.57 Hz
versus ΔF = 18.63 Hz, for unmodified graphene. This biosensor
could then be applied in the ultrasensitive detection of target
DNA with a LOD of 0.8 nM under optimized conditions. In
the same way, Du et al. showed that an ErGO-modified GCE
with an immobilized peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probe could
be used for DNA detection via PNA−DNA hybridization.274

To electrochemically visualize the hybridization event, the
electrochemical indicator methylene blue (MB) is added, which
intercalates in the grooves of the dsDNA. Interestingly, the
peak currents for MB reduction increase linearly with the
logarithm of the complementary target DNA concentrations,
and as such, the linear DNA range extends from 100 mM to 1
pM with a LOD of 0.545 pM. The DNA sensor showed high
sensitivity and specificity for the detection of the target DNA,
with one nuclear base mismatch recognition, due to the
utilization of the probe PNA and the ability of ErGO to
increase the electron transfer reaction rate. In the same way, it
has been shown that the DNA sequence related to transgenic
maize (MON810) can be sensed on an ErGO-functionalized
carbon ionic liquid electrode on which the probe DNA was
immobilized.275 This illustrates the applicability of these types
of electrodes. As transgenic maize can only be sold in certain
markets worldwide, such sensing abilities could be readily
applied.
As with CNTs, significant efforts have been directed at

increasing the sensitivity of graphene-based biosensors through
amplification.103,276−278 These amplification methods include
functionalization with enzymes, NPs, orientation of the probe
DNA, and inclusion of the highly conductive graphene
materials.
To increase the sensitivity of their biosensor, Wang et al.

electrochemically deposited AuNPs onto a rGO-functionalized
GCE, whereafter the probe DNA was immobilized on the
AuNPs through a thiol bond.103 The use of these AuNPs led to
an increase in selectivity (single base mismatch discrimination)
and sensitivity (LOD, 0.35 fM). Interestingly, over a 1 week
period, the authors noted negligible change in voltammetric
response reproducibility, indicating the stability of the
biosensor. Cao and colleagues modified a GCE with a GO/
MoS2/AuNP composite onto which the probe DNA was
immobilized.277 This probe DNA was then allowed to bind
with the complementary DNA target strand in a solution which
contained AuNPs coated with horseradish peroxidase as an
electrochemical indicator to amplify the sensing signal. Due to
this amplification enhancement, this electrode exhibited a linear
sensing region of 50 fM to 5.0 nM with a LOD of 2.2 fM. In a
similar way, Huang et al. showed that a GCE can be modified
with a WS2/GO material onto which AuNPs and subsequently
probe DNA was immobilized.278 Both of these biosensors,
which include group six sulfide materials, exhibit selectivity for
single- and three-base DNA mismatches. Interestingly, the
inclusion of group 6 sulfide materials required the use of
chitosan to effectively immobilize the probe DNA, even in the
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presence of AuNPs, which was not needed when these
materials were absent.103,277,278

There have been many reports on AuNP-modified graphene
nanostructures for electrochemical detection of DNA.279−282

Interestingly, the AuNPs can be replaced with cheaper AgNPs
to amplify the signal, as has been shown by Huang and co-
workers.283 In this study, the authors used the electroactive dye
methylene blue to increase the sensitivity of the AgNP/
polydopamine−graphene/probe DNA-functionalized GCE.
Importantly, the authors added 6-mercaptohexanol after
immobilization of the probe DNA to orientate the probe
DNA in a way that allows for good biosensing. The multiple
amplification methods used in this study, such as conductive
polymer, probe orientation, AgNPs, allowed for a LOD of 3.2
fM and a linear sensing range of 0.1 pM to 0.1 nM.
Zheng et al. reported that 5-methylcytosine and cytosine can

be simultaneously determined in basic solution with the use of
an ErGO-modified GCE.284 This biosensor showed LODs for
5-methylcytosine and cytosine of 0.7 and 0.9 μM, respectively.
Interestingly, this electrode could be used in the determination
of cytosine and 5-methylcytosine in oligonucleotides. This
result is important as methylation of nucleotides is associated
with cancers. The ultrasensitive biosensing ability of graphene
toward the different nucleobases has been demonstrated by
Akhavan and colleagues.285 In their study, the authors showed
that a solution containing a mixture of the four nucleobases,
ssDNA, or dsDNA can be quantitatively analyzed to determine
the amount of nucleobases in the target solution using a
graphite electrode modified by electrodeposition of graphene
nanowalls. The LOD for the biosensor was determined to be
9.4 zM with a linear sensing range of 0.1 fM to 10 mM. The
stability of this electrode in a nucleobase solution is impressive
with no decrease in current response over 100 scans; however,
in oligonucleotide solutions, the current reduction was 35%
over 10 scans. This reduction in current is accompanied by 25%
standard deviation between electrode batches. For these
reasons, multiple groups have attempted to stabilize gra-
phene-based biosensors for nucleobase detection.
By coating a GCE with rGO and then electrochemically

depositing poly[2,6-pyridinedicarboxylic acid), Li et al. showed
that their fabricated (GCE/rGO/poly(2,6-pyridinedicarboxylic
acid)) biosensor could be used in the simultaneous
determination of guanine and adenine.286 This electrode
displayed stability during the simultaneous detection of guanine
(LOD, 0.01 μM) and adenine (LOD, 0.02 μM). However, with
the introduction of the other nucleobases, in the form of calf
thymus DNA, the electrode was shown to be instable. In two
separate reports, the group of Yang has shown that poly-
(xanthurenic acid) can be electrochemically deposited on a
GO-modified GCE, which can then be used in the
simultaneous determination of guanine and adenine.287,288

The authors showed in these papers that depending on the
electrodeposition method employed the LOD can be altered.
When a pulse potentiostatic method was employed, the LOD
for adenine and guanine were 0.6 and 0.4 μM, respectively.
However, when a cyclic voltammetry deposition method was
employed, the LOD for adenine and guanine were 0.15 and
0.032 μM, respectively. The authors believe the sensitivity and
stability of these biosensors are due to the interface of the
poly(xanthurenic acid)/GO, which is rich in negative charges
and has a large surface area that contributes to enhancement in
the adsorption of the positively charged guanine and adenine
through strong π−π* interactions or electrostatic adsorption.

Zheng et al.289 fabricated a multilayer-by-layer assembly of
polyaniline/pristine graphene composite, DNA probe, and
bovine serum albumin for the electrochemical detection of
DNA. The biosensor is capable of sensing the complementary
DNA from 0.01 pm to 1 μm depending on the ratio of
polyaniline to graphene. Being a strong organic conductor with
charges, polyaniline helps otherwise weakly adhesive graphene
to stick to the GCE, thereby enhancing stability and
performance of the biosensor. Jafari et al.290 also employed a
multilayered polyaniline, GO, probe DNA, and cerium oxide
NP-modified electrode to detect ssDNA. In this study, fast
Fourier transform square-wave voltammetry of the ssDNA
immobilized on the surface was detected electrochemically
using the added [Ru(bpy)3]

2+/3+ redox pair. The biosensor was
able to detect the target Aeromonas hydrophila DNA
oligonucleotide sequence over a linear range of 1 × 10−15 to
1 × 10−8 mol L−1 and was applied to a real sample for detection
of DNA extracted from A. hydrophila with a LOD of 0.01 mg
mL−1.
Recently, GO-modified pencil graphite electrodes (PGEs)

were prepared by immobilizing GO on the electrode through a
passive adsorption technique. This electrode could then be
used in the electrochemical determination of miRNA-34a RNA
when a miRNA-34a complementary DNA probe was
introduced into the analyte solution.291 The bioprobe and
fabricated sensor shows selective response toward the target
miRNA with a LOD of 28.1 pmol.
Hu et al.292 reported a simple electrochemical RNA a

biosensor based on biocompatible graphene quantum dots
(GDQ) which were deposited onto a DNA-modified electrode
and then further functionalized with horseradish peroxidase
(HRP). The HRP catalyzes H2O2-mediated oxidation of
3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB), which results in a strong
electrochemical reduction signal; this translates into a LOD of
0.14 fM. Azimzahed et al.293 fabricated a biosensor based on a
GCE electrode functionalized with thiolated probe-function-
alized gold nanorods attached to GO sheets. This sensor was
then applied in the detection of miRNA-155 with a LOD of 0.6
fM and a linear detection range of 2.0 fM to 8.0 pM.

Other Analyte Sensing. Carbon Nanotubes. CNTs have
been successfully used in the field of voltammetric biosensors to
greatly enhance the response signal and sensitivity for a variety
of other analytes. This is especially noteworthy in the
pharmaceutical, and medical industries in the sensing of
molecules, such as the anti-HIV drug zidovudine,84 the
anxiolytic buspirone hydrochloride,294 the neuroleptic prom-
ethazine,295 the anticancer drug 5-fluorouracil,296 paraceta-
mol,297 levodopa,298 and the selective serotonin receptor
agonist zolmitriptan among many others.94 Additionally, these
biosensors have been used in the detection of multiple
biologically relevant molecules such as the ascorbate anion,299

mesalazine,300 fluvoxamine,301 carbohydrates,302 the hazardous
pollutants amitrole,85 and bisphenol A,87,303 xanthine,304 17α-
ethinylestradiol,305 as well as the neurotransmitters seroto-
nin306,307 and epinephrine.308

Zidovudine is an anti-retroviral drug used in the treatment of
HIV; however, zidovudine is very toxic, and as such, its
detection and determination in human serum is of critical
importance. In this vain, a zidovudine sensor has been
fabricated by Rafati et al., who electrodeposited a Ag nanofilm
onto a MWCNT-modified GCE.84 This biosensor was applied
in the detection of zidovudine in human plasma with an average
recovery rate of 98.6%. In another study, Uslu et al. showed that
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a AgNPs/MWCNT/GCE prepared by casting MWCNTs and
AgNPs on a GCE could be used in the voltammetric
determination of the selective serotonin receptor agonist
zolmitriptan.94 The biosensor displayed a LOD for zolmitriptan
of 1.47 nM and was not effected by interfering agents in human
urine samples as well as additives in a commercially available
drugs.
The use of psychosomatic drugs is becoming more significant

worldwide as the stigma associated with mental illness (i.e.,
anxiety disorder, depression, schizophrenia, etc.) is fading due
to education and awareness. Buspirone hydrochloride is an
anxiolytic widely used for the treatment of anxiety disorder with
the added benefit that it does not create a physical
dependence.308,309 Cheemalapati et al. have shown that a
simple MWCNT-modified GCE can be used for the sensitive
detection of buspirone hydrochloride.294 Depending on the
potentiometric method employed for detection, the LOD was
determined to be 0.22 or 0.18 μM for the CV or DPV method,
respectively. In the determination of buspirone hydrochloride
in commercially available tablets, the biosensors exhibited a
recovery rate of 96−100%. Similarly, Rivas and colleagues have
shown that promethazine can be quantified using a bamboolike
MWCNT-modified GCE.295 To increase the dispersion of the
MWCNTs, the authors employed calf thymus dsDNA which
resulted in the MWCNTs being well-separated and affording
grooves between the double helix where promethazine can bind
to undergo oxidation. In contrast, when calf thymus ssDNA is
used, there are no grooves for the promethazine to bond to,
resulting in a decrease in the oxidation peak and thus
sensitivity. The LODs for the GCE/MWCNT dsDNA and
the GCE/MWCNT ssDNA were calculated to be 0.023 and
0.39 μM, respectively. This increase in sensitivity is believed to
be due to the preconcentration effect that occurs when the
dsDNA interacts with the promethazine.
Furthermore, the Lorenzo group reported the fabrication of

insulin sensors based on GCEs modified with Nafion
multiwalled CNTs coated with nickel hydroxide NPs.310

Under optimum conditions, this electrode exhibited impressive
sensitivity (5.0 A mol cm−2 μM−1), low LOD (85 nM),
negligible surface fouling, and wide dynamic range (up to 10.00
μM), which is ascribed to the large specific surface area and
high electrical conductivity of this hybrid material. Additionally,
this electrode is capable of sensing insulin in the presence of
interfering substances such as AA, UA and acetaminophen.
Madrakian et al. have fabricated a MWCNT-modified GCE

for the reproducible and stable simultaneous determination of
the immunosuppressant mycophenolatemofetil and its active
metabolite mycophenolic acid.311 The LODs for mycopheno-
latemofetil and mycophenolic acid were determined to be 0.9
and 0.4 μM, respectively. These biosensors were applied to
determine the analytes in urine and serum samples and were
found to have a sensitivity equivalent to the HPLC
determination method. To determine the concentration of
the cholesterol-lowering drug atorvastatin calcium in serum and
urine samples, Filho and co-workers fabricated what they
termed a vertically aligned CNT/GO electrode grown on a Ti
substrate.82,91 The analysis method employed relies on
differential pulse adsorptive stripping voltammetry. To improve
this performance the CNT tips were exfoliated to increase the
edge plane density and surface area by exposing the structure of
the graphene. The LOD of the biosensor was determined to be
9.4 nM, and the biosensor did not experience voltammetric
response from the excipients commonly found in pharmaceut-

ical makeups such as microcrystalline cellulose, croscarmellose
sodium, lactose monohydrate, magnesium stearate, and calcium
carbonate. In a similar way, Cesarino and colleagues have
shown that the antibiotic Levofloxacin can be detected using a
Au electrode modified with a vertically aligned CNT/ssDNA
composite material.82 The biosensor exhibited a LOD of 75.2
nM and was used in the detection of Levofloxacin in human
urine samples with recovery rates of 97−101%. This biosensor
gives results equivalent to those obtained using HPLC;
however, it has the added benefit of onsite screening which is
not applicable to HPLC.
Vitamin C is widely applied in the pharmaceutical, chemical,

cosmetic, and food industry as an antioxidant supplement; for
this reason, its determination is of importance in multiple fresh
fruits etc. Gheibi et al. have shown that a paste electrode
fabricated by mixing graphite, MWCNTs, p-aminophenol, and
paraffin can be used in the stable, sensitive, and reproducible
voltammetric determination of AA in fresh fruit and vegetable
juices.83 This modification with p-aminophenol allows the
oxidation peak for AA to be moved 320 mV less positive
compared to the unmodified graphite/MWCNT paste
electrode. The biosensor exhibits a LOD of 0.8 nM and AA
analysis values that are equivalent to those obtained using the
official 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol titration method. Vita-
min C is important as an antioxidant; however, in the ascorbate
form, it is also physiologically important as a regulator in
multiple neurotransmission pathways.312 For this reason, Mao
et al. have fabricated a vertically aligned CNT-sheathed carbon
nanofiber microelectrode for the in vivo determination of
ascorbate in rat brains.299 Importantly, the electrodes’ ascorbate
determination performance was not inhibited by the in vivo
interfering substances glutamate, dopamine, UA, 5-hydroxy-
tryptamine, and ascorbic oxidase. Although the LOD was not
reported for this biosensor, the authors did show that the basal
level of striatum ascorbate measured (0.25 ± 0.06 mM) was
within the expected range.
To simultaneously determine the concentration of four

carbohydrates, Chen et al. reported the use of a CNT−nickel
NP paste electrode that relies on a CV and capillary
electrophoresis method.302 The LODs for the sugars (sucrose,
glucose, fructose) and the sugar alcohol (mannitol) were 0.21,
0.23, 0.32, and 0.14 μM, respectively. These electrodes were
successfully applied in the determination of these four sugars in
an herbal drug, demonstrating its real-life application. To
selectively determine the sucrose concentration in sugar beets,
Ensafi and colleagues employed a MWCNT-modified GCE
coated with sucrose-imprinted electropolymerized o-phenyl-
enediamine layer.313 The imprinting was obtained by polymer-
izing the o-phenylenediamine in the presence of sucrose onto
the MWCNT/GCE electrochemically, whereafter the sucrose
template was removed using an acetonitrile/acetic acid
solution. This biosensor was then incubated in the analyte
solutions to immobilize the sucrose. After this immobilization,
the sucrose was electrochemically oxidized to determine its
concentration with a LOD of 3 μM.
Amitrole is an herbicide widely used in agricultural practices;

however, the EPA and European Union have banned its use in
food crops due its known carcinogenic effect. For this reason,
Ensafi et al. fabricated a modified pencil graphite electrode
biosensor for the voltammetric determination of amitrole in
water and soil samples.85 The pencil graphite electrode was
modified first by dip-coating in a suspension of MWCNTs and
chitosan and then immobilizing dsDNA on this layer.
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Importantly, as noted in the promethazine study of Rivas,295

only the dsDNA was able to intercalate the amitrole in the
DNA grooves. The LOD for this biosensor was calculated to be
0.017 ng mL−1, and the detection capacity was not affected by
multiple cations, organic herbicides, and anions in concen-
trations 300−1000 times larger than the analyte concentration.
Other toxic compounds, such as bisphenol A, have been
detected using CNT-modified electrodes. For example, Han
and colleagues have shown that a GCE coated with a SWCNT/
polylysine/tyrosinase composite material can be used in the
successful determination of bisphenol A with a LOD of 0.97
nM.87 This sensor was used to determine the concentration of
bisphenol A in plastic spoon samples with a detection capability
equivalent to that of HPLC. Wang et al. have fabricated an
amperometric immunosensor for the detection of the organo-
phosphate insecticide chlorpyrifos by drop-coating a GCE with
a MWCNT/thionine/chitosan nanocomposite film onto which
the antichlorpyrifos monoclonal antibody was immobilized.86

This sensor could be applied in the determination of
chlorpyrifos in the presence of the interfering agents
carbofuran, phoxim, carbaryl, and 3-hydroxycarbofuran. The
sensor displayed a LOD of 46 pg mL−1 and could be
successfully employed in the detection of chlorpyrifos in
vegetable samples. The sensor exhibits reproducible results
upon washing the immobilized chlorpyrifos from the
antichlorpyrifos monoclonal antibody by immersion into a 0.1
M glycine−HCl solution. However, this reproducibility wanes
after 10 cycles, indicating the antibodies gradual removal. In
another study, de Wael and co-workers showed that by
immobilizing an analyte specific aptamer on a MWCNT-
modified GCE, hydroxylated polychlorinated biphenyls in
human serum could be determined with a LOD of 7.1
μM.314 In contrast, the biosensor exhibited a LOD of 0.01 μM
in a pH 7.4 solution. With the use of an aptamer specifically
binding to hydroxylated polychlorinated biphenyls, no
interference is observed when molecules with similar structure,
such as butyl paraben, matairesinol, and bisphenol A, are added.
For the sensing of the ascorbate ion, the determination of the

neurotransmitters serotonin and epinephrine is highly
important.312 Lou et al. have shown that the organic dye
basic red 9 can be electropolymerized on a f-MWCNT-coated
GCE film.306 This manufactured biosensor can then be used in
the stable determination of serotonin (LOD, 7.0 μM) and
epinephrine (LOD, 9.0 μM) using a DPV method. By injecting
serotonin or adrenaline into bovine calf serum, the manufac-
tured biosensor exhibited recovery rates of 103 and 106%,
respectively. Utilizing a Pt electrode modified with a MWCNT/
polypyrrole layer onto which AgNPs were electrodeposited
from a colloidal AgNP solution, Machado et al. determined
serotonin levels in serum samples using a DPV method.307 This
sensitive biosensor exhibited high reproducibility and reprodu-
cibility with a LOD of 0.15 μM. For practical applications, the
analysis of serotonin in the plasmatic serum sample showed
recovery rates between 97.9 and 103.1% for samples spiked
with 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 μM of serotonin.
In a novel use of a biosensor, Sun et al. have shown that a

GCE modified with a functionalized MWNT/CD8+ T-cell
antibody mixture could be employed to count CD8+ T-cells
which play an important part in acute cellular rejection in liver
transplants.315 The biosensors’ voltammetric response relies on
the electrochemistry of the K3[Fe(CN)6] probe when there is
an interaction between the CD8+ T-cells and antibodies at the
electrode interface; this creates a barrier for electron transfer

which results in a lower current signal for the probe. This
biosensor was shown to have a linear response range of 50−
6000 cells mL−1 and a LOD of 40 cells mL−1.

Graphene. As for CNT-based biosensors, graphene-based
biosensors have been employed in the detection of multiple
analytes which have significance in the pharmaceutical, food
and medical fields among many others. For example, Jain et al.
modified a GCE by drop-coating a mixture of graphene and
polyaniline−Bi2O3 to form a hybrid film.316 The as-fabricated
biosensor was then applied in the sensitive and selective
voltammetric detection of anti-inflammatory drug etodolac.
The biosensor exhibited a LOD of ∼10.03 ng mL−1 and was
successfully applied in the determination of etodolac in
pharmaceutical formulations with mean recovery rates of
98.76%. In another study, it has been shown that the antipyretic
and analgesic drug acetaminophen can be detected using a
GCE modified with NiO NPs and ErGO.317 The electrodes
were fabricated either through the simultaneous electro-
deposition of ErGO/NiO NPs or by sequential electro-
deposition of ErGO followed by NiO NPs. The biosensor
formed using the one-step process displayed a LOD of 20 nM
and was successfully applied in the determination of
acetaminophen in commercial pharmaceutical tablets and
urine samples. The sensitive determination of the acetamino-
phen using this biosensor is believed to be due to the favorable
redox kinetics at the ErGO/NiO NPs, which affords a large
accessible reactive area and catalytic activity.
To detect the bacteriocidal antibiotic drug kanamycin, Wei

and co-workers have shown that an immunosensor can be
fabricated by modifying a GCE with graphene which was
further functionalized with glutaraldehyde and Ag@Fe3O4 NPs
onto which the kanamycin antibody was attached.318 These
biosensors (LOD, 15 pg mL−1) were successfully applied in the
detection of kanamycin in pork meat. The sensors detection
ability is believed to be due to graphene’s large specific surface
area, which allows more kanamycin to be immobilized and
excellent electrical conductivity which promotes electron
transfer. Phenformin is a mostly banned antidiabetic agent
due to the fact that it can cause lactic acidosis; however, it still
occurs in some herbal remedies etc. In this vain, Zeng et al.
modified a GCE by drop-coating a graphene/CdS composite
film, onto which DNA was immobilized.319 This biosensor
(LOD, 0.34 μM) was then applied in the determination of
phenformin in urine and pharmaceutical formulations with
recovery rates of 92−94%. The biosensor determination relies
on the indirect measurement of the electro-oxidation of
guanine and adenine, which decreases as phenformin interacts
with the DNA.
Graphene sensors have been applied in the detection of toxic

compounds, as demonstrated by Wang and colleagues, who
modified a GCE with a CoO/rGO composite for the
simultaneous detection of the pesticide carbofuran and
insecticide carbaryl.320 This electrode showed the linear
response over a wide concentration range of 0.2−70 μM for
carbofuran and 0.5−200 μM for carbaryl, with LODS of 4.2 and
7.5 μg/L, respectively. This electrode was also employed in the
detection of carbofuran and carbaryl in fruit and vegetables with
recovery rates of 96−104%, which is equivalent to results
obtained using HPLC. Eissa et al. have developed a label-free
voltammetric biosensor for the sensitive detection of the
cyanobacterium produced toxin microcystin-LR.321 The
authors immobilized the MC-LR-targeting aptamer onto
graphene-modified SPCE electrodes. The specificity of this
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aptamer allows for highly selective and sensitive analyte
detection. The LOD of the developed biosensor was 1.9 pM,
and it was successfully applied in the determination of
microcystin-LR in fish samples. One big advantage of using
this sensor is that it does not require the fabrication of a labeled
MC-LR-targeting aptamer which reduces costs and complexity
of the biosensor.
Tuantranont et al. have reported that a screen-printed

electrode coated with a graphene/Cu(II)−phthalocyanine−
tetrasulfonic acid tetrasodium salt/polyaniline hybrid material
can be used in the selective determination of AA.104 This
biosensor was not affected by the addition of dopamine and UA
interfering agents and exhibited a LOD of 63 nM. In this
hybrid, CuPc working as catalyst for the oxidation of ascorbic
acid, while graphene increases the electrochemical surface area,
enhances the immobilization (by π−π interaction) of CuPc and
the electron transfer between CuPc and working electrode. Xia
and co-workers have reported the sensitive detection of the
vitamin folic acid using a GCE modified with rGO onto which
polypyrrole and Keggin-type phosphomolybdic acid were
electrodeposited.322 Two of the three oxidation peaks of the
phosphomolybdic acid are utilized in the biosensing, as the
introduction of folic acid results in a linear decrease in the
oxidation peak potential with an increase in concentration. This
biosensor exhibited a LOD of 30 pM and could be applied in
folic acid detection in human serum with recovery rates
between 95 and 101%.
Besides the detection of vitamins, the sensing of sugars and

other natural products is highly desired for medical as well as
food processing application. Antiochia et al. have reported that
a commercially available screen-printed graphene electrode can
be modified by casting an osmium-polymer/fructose dehydro-
genase solution onto its surface.323 This electrode could then
be used in the sensing of fructose (LOD, 0.8 μM) in the
presences of the interfering agents AA, glucose, and sucrose.
This electrode displays remarkable stability with retention of
95% of its initial amperometric response after 2 months. When
applied in the detection of fructose in various fruit and beverage
samples, this sensor exhibited a performance equal to that of a
commercially available enzymatic spectrophotometric assay kit.
By electrodepositing a nitrogen-doped graphene/CNTs

(NGR-NCNTs) hybrid onto a GCE, Jiang et al. reported the
simultaneous and sensitive voltammetric determination of
caffeine and vanillin.324 Under optimized conditions, this
biosensor displayed LODs of 0.02 and 0.0033 μM for caffeine
and vanillin, respectively. This biosensor was applied to real
samples using two methods: (a) the direct determination
method of the analytes in a chocolate chip cookie and (b) the
standard addition method for detection in chocolate and milk
tea. In another study, Yang and co-workers have shown that
caffeine and theophylline can be simultaneously detected using
a AuNP−chitosan−ionic liquid (1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
tetrafluoroborate) composite coated onto a rGO-modified
GCE.325 From SEM and TEM analysis, it can be seen that the
AuNPs are evenly distributed in the films. The LODs for
caffeine and theophylline were calculated to be 1.32 and 4.42
nM, respectively. This electrode displayed good stability after
60 days (93% response retention) and could be used in the
determination of analytes in beverages, pharmaceutical
formulations, as well as serum and urine samples.
Gallic acid, ferulic acid, and caffeic acid are naturally

occurring products that may have potential use in various
medical applications. To determine the concentration of gallic

acid in green and black tea, Luo and colleagues modified a GCE
with a polyethylenimine−rGO composite.326 This biosensor
exhibited a LOD of 0.07 mg L−1, and this was not affected by
the addition of interfering agents such as K+, F−, Mg2+, Ca2+,
glycine, glutamic acid, lysine, AA, dopamine, UA, catechinic
acid, anthocyanin, and caffeic acid. In a similar way, Filik et al.
modified a GCE with a Nafion−GO composite by drop-casting,
and this biosensor was then used in the detection of caffeic acid
in white wine samples.327 In the analysis of these samples, the
biosensor exhibited a detection capacity equal to that of HPLC
with no interference from coumaric acid, sinapic acid, ferulic
acid, or AA. Liu et al. have shown ferulic acid in human urine/
serum samples and plant (Angelica sinensis) samples can be
determined using an ErGO-modified GCE.328 This biosensor
exhibited a LOD of 20.6 nM over a wide linear response range
of 84.9 nM to 38.9 μM and recovery rates of between 97 and
104% for the biological samples tested.
Pang et al. reported the detection of luteolin in peanut shells

using a rGO-modified GCE onto which hydroxyapatite was
coated.107 This biosensor exhibits a large linear response range
for luteolin of 0.2 nM to 0.1 μM and a LOD of 0.1 nM. The
electroactivity of this biosensor is attributed to its large surface
area, ease of luteolin adsorption, as well as electrocatalytic effect
at the rGO/hydroxyapatite interface. Similarly, Zhang and
colleagues have modified a GCE by coating it with thermally
rGO, and then this biosensor could be used in the sensing of
the baicalein flavonoid.108 This biosensor exhibited a linear
response range from 10 nM to 10 μM with a LOD of 6.0 nM.
These various studies mentioned show the benefit of using
graphene in biosensing organic conjugated compounds which
easily interact with the graphene surface through π−π
interactions.
Li et al.329 reported a biosensor based on Fe3O4 nanobead

immobilized graphene for the electrochemical detection of 17b-
estradiol (17b-E2) in water, with a LOD of 0.819 nM. Yola et
al.330 have manufactured a tyrosine biosensor with Au
nanocubes attached to a 2-aminoethanethiol-functionalized
GO-modified GCE. The bioprobe shows the detection range
for tyrosine to be 1.0 × 10−9 to 2.0 × 10−8 M and LOD of 1.5 ×
10−10 M. Chen et al.331 have used a Au-modified PDDA/
graphene electrode for biosensing of the angiogenine
polypeptide, which is a member of the pancreatic ribonuclease
family and is overly generated in blood serum of various cancer
patients.

OUTLOOK: FUTURE PROSPECTS, PROBLEMS, AND
CHALLENGES

This review has focused on recent research progress in the
development of carbon-based voltammetric biosensors, with
specific focus on biosensors that incorporate the 1D and 2D
carbon nanomaterials, such as CNTs and graphene. The main
reason for the use of carbon nanomaterials is that they allow the
electron transfer rates to be increased in most cases, which in
turn results in increased analyte sensitivity. However, this
sensitivity can be enhanced even further by chemical
modification of the surface, as well as the surface architecture
of these carbon materials. These surface modifications should
allow further innovative surface functionalizations by integrat-
ing the carbon materials with NPs, ionic liquids, polymers,
enzymes, DNA, etc., which will increase the applicability of
these biosensors. Additionally, through changing the surface
architecture, it is possible to increase not only the electrical
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conductivity but also the surface area, both of these factors
should increase the sensitivity of the biosensors.
An additional benefit of using carbon nanomaterials is that it

should be easier to reduce the size of the biosensors with new
fabrication techniques. One needs only to look at the research
presented by Gogotsi and co-workers, who have shown that
intracellular environments and organelles can be probed
without disrupting the cell when using AuNP-functionalized
iron-oxide-filled/CNT.332 However, this is only the beginning
of these types of nanofabrication applications, with theoretical
work by Rajan et al. showing that single-molecule differ-
entiation is possible when using a graphene nanoribbon.14 This
prospect is exciting as single base mismatches could be an
indicator of cancerous growth. In fact, single-base mismatches
have been detected, albeit on a larger scale than
desired.103,269,276

One important point to remember when reading the
biosensor literature is that many reports claim selectivity and
sensitivity for various electrodes toward molecules; however,
many of these electrodes are manufactured in the same manner
as other electrodes or are the same electrode. This leads the
authors of this review to wonder if many biosensors are as
selective as reported to be; for example, the ErGO/GCE and
rGO/GCE have been reported to simultaneously sense AA,
UA, and dopamine or simultaneously sense 5-methylcytosine
and cytosine or ferulic acid.108,190,284,328 Since these sensings
are at nearly the same potential, the expected overlapping
would result in poor selectivity and reproducibility. The ability
to determine each species selectively in the presence of all these
species is an important issue in electroanalytical research. In a
similar way, the CNT/GCE has been reported to simulta-
neously sense immunosuppressant mycophenolatemofetil and
its active metabolite mycophenolic acid, or buspirone, or
dopamine or atorvastatin calcium.77,91,294,311 For this reason,
we would suggest a thorough review of the published literature
to make sure the proposed sensor, which is reported as showing
selectivity during interference studies, is rather just being
probed incorrectly. In order to overcome these difficulties,
further efforts are required in the development of novel
materials to modify the working electrodes.
Fouling of electrodes is a significant problem in biosensing.

However, with an enhanced electron transfer rate afforded by
the inclusion of carbon materials, this problem is significantly
reduced. Further studies need to be conducted in this area to
see if this holds true with prolonged exposure and sensing of
analytes. Additionally, stability of the sensor is of great
importance especially in the case of sensors which rely on the
use of antigens, aptamers, or enzymes. For this reason, a
favorable environment which mimics the cell wall or interior is
highly desired, yet this environment must not reduce the
electron mobility and rate of sensing as that would lead to
either a decrease in sensitivity or an increase in fouling. By
inclusion of highly conductive carbon nanomaterials into this
biologically favorable environment, it is possible that this issue
can be overcome. Another way of increasing sensitivity in
biosensing is to use labels that increase the sensitivity of the
biosensor by tagging the analyte, thereby allowing an
electrochemical reaction to occur or by enhancing the already
existing electrochemical reaction used in the sensing.333−335

We believe that the knowledge of bio- and electrochemistry,
solid-state and surface physics, bioengineering, and data
processing offers the possibility of a next generation of highly
specific, sensitive, selective, and reliable voltammetric bio-

sensors. As shown in Figure 1, it seems likely that the increasing
trend in biosensor research will continue in the years ahead.
This is likely as applications that are relevant to mental and
physical health are becoming more important as the medical
field expands and advances in areas which seemed impossible
just a few years ago. As such, the applicability of portable
biosensors in mobile clinics has the ability to profoundly
influence the health service provided. Additionally, these
applications are not restricted to the medical field but have
varied applications in the food, water purification, and
agricultural industries among many others.
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